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Chemical Dependency Task Force 
Report on Adult and Juvenile 

Alcohol and Other Drug Offenders 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

A. TASK FORCE MEMBERS 

Task Force Cltairs: Honorable Joanne Smith, District Court Judge, 
Second Judicial District, Chair 
Honorable Gary Schurrer, District Court Judge, 
Tenth Judicial District, Vice-Chair 

Task Force Members: 
Jim Backstrom, Dakota County Attorney 
Lynda Boudreau, Deputy Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Health 
Chris Bray, Assistant Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Corrections 
Mary Ellison, Deputy Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Public Safety 
Jim Frank, Sheriff, Washington County 
John Harrington, Chief, St. Paul Police 
Pat Hass, Director, Pine County Health and Human Services 
Brian Jones, Assistant District Administrator, First Judicial District 
Wes Kooistra, Assistant Comn~issioner for Chemical and Mental Health ~ervices'  
Fred LaFfeur, Director, Hennepin County Community corrections2 
Honorable Gary Larson, District Court Judge, Fourth Judicial District 
Bob Olander, Human Services Area Manager, Hennepin County 
Shane Price, Director, AErican American Men's Project 
Honorable Robert Rancourt, District Court Judge, Tenth Judicial District 
Senator Jane Ranum, Minnesota Senate 
Commissioner Terry Sluss, Crow Wing County 
Representative Steve Smith, Minnesota House of Representatives 
John Stuart, State Public Defender 
Kathy Swanson, Di~ector, Office of Traffic Safety, Minnesota Dept of Public Safety 
Honorable Paul Widiek, District Court Judge, Seventh Judicial District 

Associate Justice Helen Meyer, Supreme Court Liaison 

Staffi 
Chris Ruhl, Court Services Manager, Court Services Division, State Court Administration 
Dan Griffin, Court Operations Analyst - Chemical Health, Court Services Division, State 
Court Administration 

' Assistant Commissioner Kooistra joined the Task Force in September 2005 when Lynda Boudreau moved from the 
Deparlment of Human Services to the Department of Health 

Fred LaFleur withdrew from the Task Force in August, 2005. 



B. TASK FORCE BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE 

Persons who suffer from alcohol and other drug (AOD) problems represent a pervasive and 
growing challenge for Minnesota's judicial branch, and, in particular, its criminal courts 
The impact of AOD problems is not confined to any one case type; they are common 
throughout the judicial branch But in recent years alternative and demonstrably more 
effective judicial approaches for dealing with AOD-dependent persons, and particularly 
criminal offenders, have evolved both in Minnesota and other states Further, increased 
resources exist at both the state and national level to support the development of such 
alternative approaches. There has been growing recognition that Minnesota courts would 
benefit from a more deliberate and coordinated effort to investigate the extent to which 
AOD-dependent persons come into the courts, and to assess available strategies and 
approaches for addressing that problem 

In 2000, courts statewide were aslced to vote on strategic priorities for the courts over the 
next several years. The top four priorities selected were Access to Justice, Children's 
Justice, Public Trust and Confidence, and Technology. Alcohol and other drug issues ended 
up a very close fifth in the vote - demonstrating the clear concern about this topic among 
those who work in thejudiciary. Since that time, methamphetamine production and use has 
grown at an alarming  ate across the country as well as in Minnesota. As with previous such 
problems, courts are struggling to plan for an effective response to the inevitable resource 
drain this new problem will cause for the state. At the same time, courts are increasingly 
recognizing that few, if any, of these offenders are using only meth, and that there is a need 
to address "poly-drug" use in all of its manifestations. Defendants addicted to 
methamphetamine, crack cocaine and marijuana (which remain significant problems in 
urban areas of Minnesota), DWI defendants, and other chemically dependent recidivists are 
currently taking up significant amounts of the courts' limited resources., 

It is imperative that cost-effective and productive ways of dealing with these issues be 
identified. Minnesota continues to face difficult economic times and state budget deficits in 
the past several years, so it seems particularly necessary and urgent to address AOD issues in 
a proactive and cohesive way with criminal justice partners who are facing many of the same 
challenges. 

While there is some historical precedent in Minnesota for a task force or state-level 
committee focused on related issues (e.g., criminal justice effectiveness, mental health, 
juvenile justice), there has never been a judicial task force focused specifically on addressing 
the impact of AOD issues on the courts. A number of other states have recently established 
task forces, judicial commissions, or legislatively mandated bodies that are also exploring 
this specific issue or similar issues and initiatives (such as drug courts). On November 30, 
2004, the state Conference of Chief Judges unanimously recommended that the Supreme 
Court establish a task force charged wit11 exploring the problem of chemical dependency, 
and identifying potential approaches and resources for addressing that pr.oblem. 
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The Task Force was established by the Minnesota Supreme Court on March 16, 2005, to 
make recommendations as to how the Minnesota Judicial Branch can deal more effectively 
with persons with AOD problems who come in to the Minnesota courts. (See Appendix A 
for the Order creating the Task Force.) In particular, the Court directed the Task Force to: 

1. Conduct background research on specific issues concerning AOD-dependent persons, 
and particularly AOD-related offenders, including: 
a. The current extent of the problem of AOD-dependent persons, and particularly AOD 

offenders, in the Minnesota judicial branch; 
b, The cost(s) of the problem and benefit(s) of proposed solutions; 
c. Identification and assessment of current judicial strategies to address the problem of 

AOD-dependent persons, and particularly AOD offenders, both in Minnesota and 
other states; 

d. Determination of the current and potential effectiveness of drug courts and other 
alternative approaches in Minnesota. 

2. Conduct an inventory of current multi-agency, state-level AOD efforts in Minnesota as 
well as in other states, including: 
a. Identification of promising practices; 
b. Identification of gaps and redundancies. 

3. Identify and recommend approaches, solutions, and opportunities for collaboration. 

The Court directed the Task Force to submit two reports with the results of its research 
together with its recommendations for optimal development of alternative judicial 
approaches for dealing with AOD-dependent persons An initial report focusing specifically 
on AOD-related criminal and juvenile offenders was to be submitted by January 3,2006; this 
deadline was subsequently extended to February 3, 2006. A Final Report focusing on the 
overall impact of AOD problems across all case types is to be submitted by September 30, 
2006. 

C. TASK FORCE PROCESS AND REPORT FORMAT, DISTRIBUTION AND 
DISCUSSION 

Process 

The full Task Force met twice in April, on April 1 and April 22, and then monthly beginning 
in May 2005. In addition to the monthly meetings, groups of Task Force members also 
visited three sites relevant to its work: 

e Turning Point (treatment facility for African American men in Minneapolis) 
Teen Challenge (faith-based treatment facility in Minneapolis) 

a Steams County Drug Court, St. Cloud, Minnesota 
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Finally, the Task Force has considered comments made by citizens, lawyers, subject matter 
experts, judges and other professionals who have attended Task Force meetings and a public 
hearing on January 27, 2006, and / or have provided written materials. The Task Force also 
solicited input from a variety of individuals, professionals, agencies, and groups having 
experience and interest in AOD problems and their impact on Minnesota courts. 

Report Forrnnt, Distribution mtd Discrrssiort 

The Task Force has made findings and recommendations in the following areas: 

Addiction Model 
Problem-Solving Approaches for Adult and Juvenile AOD Offenders 
Methamphetamine 

* DWI 
Restorative Justice and Other Interventions 
Funding of Problem-Solving Approaches 

This report will present the considerations and recommendations of the Task Force in eight 
main sections: 

1. Addiction Model 
2. Definitions of Key Terms and Concepts 
3 .  Recommendations concerning Problem-Solving Approaches for Adult AOD Offenders; 
4. Recommendations concerning Problem-Solving Approaches for Juvenile AOD 

Offenders; 
5. Recommendations concerning Methamphetamine cases; 
6. Recommendations concerning DWI offenders; 
7. Recommendations concerning Restorative Justice and Other Interventions; and 
8. Recommendations concerning Funding of Problem-Solving Approaches in Minnesota's 

Courts 

The Task Force decided to make decisions by consensus, meaning that all members would 
support a proposed recommendation in order to avoid minority reports, even though some 
members might disagree with the proposed recommendation. The Summary of Major Task 
Force recommendations in Part I1 B explains the areas of significant change and highlights 
the issues that generated the most debate by the Task Force and/or significant comment from 
the public. 

A draft of this report was circulated electronically to a wide spectrum of individuals and 
groups who either have expressed interest or may be interested in the Task Force's work. 
Furtller, it was the subject of a public hearing on .January 27, 2006. Three citizens testified 
at the public hearing, and the Task Force received written comments from judges, lawyers 
and citizens. The Task Force also received comments from a variety of individuals and 
groups during the course of its deliberations. See Part VI for a detailed list. 
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PART 11: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A. MAJOR PRINCIPLES AND THEMES 

Before summarizing the Task Force's major recommendations, it is important to set out a 
number of recurring principles and themes that have infused the Task Force's discussions of 
the many challenges posed by AOD-addicted offenders who come into Minnesota's courts. 
These principles and themes underlie all Task Force recommendations. 

1. AOD addiction is a treatable chronic disease. People who suffer from AOD addiction 
can and do recover, at the same success rates as for other clronic illnesses (e.g., 
asthma, diabetes, hypertension, etc.); and the process of recovery from addiction often 
involves relapse. 

2. When attempting to address AOD problems, it is important to recognize that AOD 
addiction most often impacts the whole family. Therefore, the traditional fragmented 
approach to these issues in the courts (and the criminal and ,juvenile justice systems 
generally) - where adult cases are processed separately from juvenile cases, and both 
are processed separately from child protection cases, etc. - is not the most effective 
way to address the AOD and mental health problems that constitute the underlying 
causes of a high percentage of all cases coming into the courts. 

3 The Task Force does not propose the effective decriminalization of alcohol and other 
drug offenses, or that all such offenses be diverted. Further, the Task Force does not 
wish to interfere with the exercise of prosecutorial discretion regarding traditional 
diversion programs, although such programs could certainly develop at local levels as 
part of a problem solving strategy. Rather, most problem solving approaches are 
intended to make conditions of probation, and the monitoring of offenders on 
probation, more effective 

4. Effective implementation of a judicial problem-solving approach often requires a 
"paradigm shift" among the various participants who are needed in order to implement 
the approach - eg.,  ,judge, prosecutor, defense counsel, probation / corrections, social 
services, law enforcement, etc. However, although the traditional roles of participants 
are substantially modified, they are not relinquished. It is important to maintain the 
distinct roles of each problem-solving approach team member - in order, for example, 
to preserve the constitutional rights of problem-solving program clients. Adequate 
training is essential for effective implementation of any judicial problem-solving 
approach. 
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5. Violent offenders should not be involved in problem solving courts. Persons convicted 
of homicide, criminal sexual misconduct, and other violent, serious crimes should be 
sentenced pursuant to the sentencing guidelines. Along these same lines, the Task 
Force does not recommend modification of this State's aggressive prosecution of DWI 
offenders. However, generally each local jurisdiction should have autonomy and 
discretion to determine, through a collaborative and ongoing process among all 
participant entities, the target population for its problem-solving court(s). 

6 .  A distinction can and should be made between high risk and low risk AOD-addicted 
offenders ("high risk" and "low risk" referring to their relative risk of re-offending). 
This distinction is important because different types and degrees of interventions are 
more effective for high risk as opposed to low risk offenders. 

7. In order to effectively deal with the range of AOD-addicted offenders, it is best to 
utilize a continuum of interventions which enables the court to identify and implement 
the most appropriate type and degree of intervention for each offender. 

8. Appropriate, culturally sensitive, gender-responsive, and court-supervised treatment 
can be effective in fostering recovery and reducing recidivism among AOD offenders. 

9. All problem-solving approaches need to be subject to rigorous and standardized 
evaluation. Any problem-solving court program must incorporate an evaluation 
component, and one that integrates with the broader statewide evaluation 
methodology/-ies currently being developed. 

10. All treatment and other judicial interventions with AOD-addicted offenders must take 
into consideration the specific needs of the individual who is the subject of the 
intervention. Special attention must be paid to gender and culture-specific treatment 
needs. 

11. Adequate, consistent, and evidence-based chemical dependency and mental health 
assessment tools and practices are critical for success in dealing with AOD-addicted 
offende~s. 

12. Co-occurring disorders (i .e,  the co-occurrence of both addiction and mental health 
issues) are very common among AOD offenders They need to be taken into account 
when identifying appropriate judicial interventions 

13. Effective collaboration among participants is essential to the success of any problem- 
solving approach. 

14. Alcohol is a drug. The magnitude of the p~oblems caused by alcohol-related offenses 
dwarfs that of all other drugs, including methamphetamine. 
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15. Poly-drug use (including alcohol) is the norm and not the exception among AOD- 
addicted offenders, and must be taken into account in any effort to identify and 
implement more effective judicial interventions. 

16. Effective judicial intervention for juvenile AOD offenders is critical in light of the 
connection betweenjuvenile AOD use and later adult addiction and criminality, and as 
a consequence of the destructive impact of juvenile AOD use and addiction on the 
developing adolescent brain. 

17. Broader implementation of problem-solving approaches for AOD offenders in 
Minnesota's courts will result in greater emphasis on a restorative approach focused on 
intensive supervision and treatment for AOD offenders, with retribution in the form of 
incarceration being reserved for non-compliance, termination from the program, or 
those persons for whom problem-solving approaches are simply not appropriate. 

18. The Task Force recognizes that the availability of and access to resources necessary for 
implementation of problem-solving approaches varies across the state, especially 
between metro and non-metro counties. In particular, the shortage of resources in 
many rural counties of Minnesota can create significant challenges. The existence of 
this disparity requires development of specific strategies for implementation of the 
Task Force's recommendations in rural areas. 

B. SUMMARY OF MAJOR TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS 

I. Problent-Solvinp At~proaclres: Tlre Task Force calls for a broad artd frinhnte~rtal 
slrift in k o ~ v  Minrresota's cortrts deal witlt AOD-addicted offeelmerri, irrclrirlirrg greater 
collaboratiorr nnrorrg crirrtirtal and jrrverrile jrrstice systenr pnrticiparrt,~ (tvlrile rtot 
relirtqriislring tlreir core roles artd resporrsibilities) and creation of a contprelrerrsive 
~trilti-plrasedplnrr to irrstitlite tltesc clranges. 

The Task Force recommends a broad and fundamental shift - a paradigm shift - in the 
way that Minnesota's courts currently deal with AOD-addicted offenders for whom 
imprisonment is not initially appropriate or warranted. It involves recognition of the 
nature of addiction - how it affects the brain, and how it can be most effectively treated 
- which in turn calls for a change in the way that courts deal with AOD-addicted 
offenders. The Taslc Force also recommends the creation of a comprehensive plan for 
broader development of problem-solving approaches for dealing with AOD-addicted 
offenders in Minnesota's courts. This recomn~endation is based upon research which 
demonstrates and experience that indicates that problem-solving approaches (for 
example, drug courts)   no st effectively address the underlying causes of addiction- 
related criminal and juvenile behavior, and thus offer the best prospect for fostering 
recovery and reducing recidivism among AOD-addicted offenders. 

The Task Force also recommends that the Judicial Branch begin exploring the most 
effective way to integrate problem-solving approaches into current court operations. 
Though this systemic shift will take time and require significant commitment from all 
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parties, the Task Force is convinced that the price of not changing has been high, and 
should not be acceptable to policymakers or the citizens of Minnesota. Other states 
including Missouri, California, and New York are successfully moving in this same 
direction. 

A vital component of the paradigm shift advocated by the Task Force is the need to 
institutionalize collaborative relationships at all levels. However, movement toward a 
collaborative model does not mean relinquishing the core roles and responsibilities of 
each participant or entity. Prosecutors can never lose sight of their commitment to 
public safety, and defense counsel must always maintain their commitment to 
protecting the due process and other constitutional rights of each person coming 
through the court system. The judge must ultimately maintain his or her constitutional 
charge as a neutral arbiter of justice What is essential is that the response of the entire 
system be coordinated so that when an offender relapses or commits another crime the 
response can be swift, the sanction can match the behavior, and the following 
intervention can provide greater support while requiring rigorous accountability. 

11. Jrcverriles: As tvitlt adrtlts, !Ire Task Force strortgly recor~rrrterrds tlre developrrterrt 
and irtrplenrerrtation of a plan for ~rakirrg problenr-solvitrg approaclres,for,jrtve~zile 
AOD offerenders nzore broadty available flrrorcglrortt tlre state. 

While the traditional juvenile justice system already functions in a manner resembling 
the problem-solving model when compared to the adult criminal justice system, critical 
additions or improvements must be made to increase success rates for juveniles with 
AOD problems. Specific recommendations include: 

1. Explore giving .Juvenile Drug Courts authority to require chemical dependency 
assessments for parents and to require AOD-addicted parents to enter treatment, in 
order to better support the progress and recovery of the young person. 

2. Provide treatment that is specifically tailored to juveniles based upon promising 
practices. 

3 .  IJtilize recovery schools as a resource for juveniles in problem-solving courts, 
probation (when AOD problems have been identified), and the juvenile justice 
system generally. 

4. Focus available resources on developing pilot family drug courts, including early 
assessment utilizing the one--judge, one--family model, and treating underlying 
family issues. 

111. Meflrnnenplretarrri~re: Tlre nrost effective lortg-terrten jrrtlicial resportse to tlre crirrent 
~ttetlratenrplretartenirre cri.si,s ir tlre snrrre oi~erall strnteg~r being reconunended b y  tlre Task 
Force for all AOD offerzder:~: broader tleveloprtterrt of jrtdicial problent-solving 
approaclres. 

Strategies for a broad judicial response to the problems caused by methamphetamine 
offenders should not be developed in isolation. They are a part of the recommended 
comprehensive response to the problems caused by all AOD-addicted offenders. 
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Focusing undue attention on methamphetamine (or any other single drug) hinders the 
development of an effective, rational, long-term strategy which addresses the impact of 
all AOD-addicted offenders on the criminal justice system. 

IV. D m  Offerrders: The N I O S ~  effective long-ferrrr jrtdicial response to D WZ oflenders is 
the sartte overall strategy being reconu~rerrded by tlre Task Force ,for all AOD 
offeenders: broader developarerrt ofjrmicial problet~t-solving approaclres. 

The Task Force believes that problem-solving approaches, similar to those recommended 
in the National Highway and Traffic Safety Administration's "10 Promising Practices" 
compendiun~, are necessary to significantly address this seemingly intractable problem. 
In order for any DWI interventions to be effective, they must be collaborative, they must 
hold the offender accountable with swift and certain intervention, and they should 
minimize risks to public safety to the greatest degree possible Like other AOD 
offenders, DWI offenders must be processed as quickly as possible 

V. Restorative Jrtstice / Otlrer Irzterverztior~s: TIte Ta,sk Force recogrrizes tltat rzo one 
approach (srtch as drug cortrts, or arty other sir~gle type of irtterventior~) i.s 
appropriate for every AOD offender and every cor~rfhorrse. 

Thus, the Task Force recommends that courts explore utilizing a continuum of 
interventions--including restorative justice, intensive supervision programs and 
staggered sentencing--that are proving to be effective with different groups of 
offenders. 

VI. Frtrrdir~p nrtd Resortrces: The Task Force recontnrends a r~rttlti-pltased approaclt,for 
frtndi~rg  vides spread developntertt of problem-sohfirrg approaclres ,for AOD-addicted 
offeenders. 

A Pliase I. Initial Lenislative Support to Lay the Critical Fouiidatiori for Broader 
Clianne. Tlie Task Force reconiniendr that the jttdicia~y seek 2006 legislative 
fiinding for (lie follou~i17g three itenzs training, a study offiindiiig streams, and to 
pilot a mzilti-counlyproble~~i-,solvi~ig court ,nodel 

This phase would involve a relatively modest funding request - approximately 
$750,000 - for: 

Training for local and regional multidisciplinary teams on the problern- 
solving approach for AOD offenders; and, 

* A study of existing fimding streams in order to recommend a more uniform 
and cost-effective structure for broader implementation of problem-solving 
approaches for AOD offenders; and, 

* Filling critical gaps in available treatment and other services for current 
problem-solving courts, including services necessary to allow those courts to 
expand into pilot multi-county collaborative efforts. 
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B. Phase II. Developntenl of Key Ele117ents of a Comureltensi~re Plan lo Present to 
the Lepislature in 2007, Based upon the Results o f  Phase I and Further 
Developntenls. 

This phase would build on the efforts of Phase I in order to take the development 
of problem-solving approaches to the next level. It involves taking the findings 
and recommendations of the Phase I study and c~eating a comprehensive plan for 
funding more broad-based development of problem-solving approaches. It would 
also involve integrating the findings from the Phase I multi-county pilot(s) to 
refine the multi-county model. Finally, the local and regional training of 
multidisciplinary teams will lay the groundwork for further expansion of 
problem-solving approaches. The ultimate goal of Phase I1 will be to present a 
comprehensive, collaborative plan to the 2007 legislature for funding and broad- 
based development of problem-solving approaches in Minnesota's courts. 

Some specific options that might be considered for inclusion in the Phase I1 plan 
could be: 

1. An expanded analysis of gaps in treatment and other services around the state 
that would inhibit broader development of problem-solving approaches, 
especially multi-county efforts. 

2. As in Phase I, seek hnding to fill the identified gaps, and tie eligibility for 
these funds to the implementation of multi-county efforts in order to develop 
the best and most cost-effective model(s). 

3. Use funding sources to encourage other best practices, such as partnering 
with managed-care entities to ensure adequate and consistent training, and 
exploring potential requirements for AOD education for managed-care 
personnel., 

4 .  Explore the possibility of knding post-release treatment services, intensive 
supervision and drug testing as a follow-up to in-prison treatment. 

5. Commission a state-level study to analyze the costs of renovating or building 
new jails in comparison to the potential reductions in need for jail space that 
could be realized through the implementation of problem-solving approaches. 
The goal of such a study would be to make alte~native recommendations to 
counties that are cunently looking into building a new jail or adding to an 
existing one.. 

6. Seek funding in the Judicial Branch budget to augment support at the State 
Court Administrator's Office for problem-solving approaches, including the 
development of a statewide management-information system (MIS) and both 
outcome and cost-benefit evaluation. 

7. Additional local and regional multidisciplinary training, including advanced 
training in problem-solving approaches, as well as training on effective 
marlceting of problem-solving approaches at the state and local level in order 
to support the long-tenn sustainability of local and regional efforts. 
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8. Create a comprehensive strategy for the sustainability and funding of 
problem-solving approaches, including multi-year funding plans at the state 
and local (county / district) c0ur.t level. 

9. Create a state-level funding oversight / coordination committee. 

C. Phase III: Broad Inzalementatioi~: Implement the comprehensive plan developed in 
Phase 11. 
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PART 111: THE ADDICTION MODEL ADOPTED BY THE TASK FORCE 

The Task Force determined that in order to carry out its charge effectively, it was necessary to 
identify an addiction model that would form the basis for its recommendations. Significant 
developments in understanding the biochemical nature of addiction have taken place in recent years. 
The consensus of the Task Force was that its recommendations regarding optimal judicial 
approaches for AOD-addicted persons should align with the best current understanding of the nature 
of addiction and recovery. 

Addiction as a Brain Disease 

In 1998, Alan I. Leshner, then-Director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse @IDA) at the 
National Institute of Health, wrote an article entitled "Addiction is a Brain Disease "3 Doctor 
Leshner's article is widely acknowledged to be one of the most definitive statements fIom the 
scientific community regarding alcohol and other drug addiction, and a seminal work in the field In 
reaching agreement on an addiction model, the Task Force considered similar written material 
summarizing the latest research in the field, as well as an oral presentation by a local expert.4 

The Task Force concurs with the assessment of the National Institute on Drug Abuse that addiction 
is: 

characterized by compulsive, at times uncontrollable drug craving, seeking, and use 
that persist even in the face of extremely negative consequences. For many people, 
drug addiction becomes chronic, with relapses possible even after long periods of 
abstinence.' 

The Task Force also concurs with Dr. Leshner's and NIDA's view on the issue of physical 
dependence as opposed to addiction, that the presence of withdrawal or tolerance are not critical 
factors to consider when assessing whether a person is addicted. According to Leshner, the 
distinction between physical and psychological addiction is misleading: 

From both clinical and policy perspectives, it actually does not matter very much 
what physical withdrawal symptoms occur. Physical dependence is not that 
important, because even the dramatic withdrawal symptoms of he~oin and alcohol 
addiction can now be easily managed with appropriate medications. Even more 
important, many of the most dangerous and addicting drugs, including 
methamphetamine and crack cocaine, do not produce very severe physical 
dependence symptoms upon withdrawal. 

3 Alan I L.eshner, Addiclio~? I S  a Bra111 Drreare, Issues in Science and Technology Online (2001), 
httpNwww issues orgll7 3lleshner htm 
4 Presentation to the Task Force on the Neurochemistry of Addiction by Carol Ackley, Director of River Ridge 
Treatment Center in Burnsville, Minnesota (April 22,2005) 

National Institute on Drug Abuse, Pr~~cipler o/ Drug Addrctror~ Eeatrnent A Research-Bused Gzirde (1999), 
h t t p : / / w  nida nih gov/PODAT/PODATindex html 
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What really matters most is whether or not a drug causes what we now know to be 
the essence of addiction: uncontrollable, compulsive drug craving, seeking, and use, 
even in the face of negative health and social 

Under the brain-disease model, people initially try drugs for a variety of reasons, and some are more 
aflected than others. These people move on to addiction. Once addicted, the brain has been 
changed. The chronic drug-seeking and using behavior is, for the most part, a function of addiction 
as a brain disease, like schizophrenia or depression.' According to Leshner: 

We now know in great detail the brain mechanisms through which drugs acutely 
modify mood, memory, perception, and emotional states. Using drugs repeatedly 
over time changes brain structure and function in fundamental and long-lasting ways 
that can persist long after the individual stops using them. Addiction comes about 
through an array of neuroadaptive changes and the laying down and strengthening of 
new memoIy connections in various circuits in the brain. We do not yet know all the 
relevant mechanisms, but the evidence suggests that those long lasting brain changes 
are responsible for the distortions of cognitive and emotional functioning that 
characterize addicts, pariicularly including the compulsion to use drugs that is the 
essence of addiction. 
. . . .  
Thus, the majority of the biomedical community now considers addiction, in its 
essence, to be a brain disease: a condition caused by persistent changes in brain 
structure and f u n ~ t i o n . ~  

Environment, Personality, and Genetics 

The Taslc Force is also persuaded that although environment does not in and of itself appear to cause 
addiction, it does appear to play a critical role in disease development, progression, and the chance 
for relapse when someone is learning how to manage the illness. It also appears to be an important 
predisposing factor for addiction for many people. The first precipitant for addiction is the actual 
use of the drug. A person may be predisposed genetically to become addicted but never use 
substances, or may use them so rarely that it does not trigger addiction. Research clearly shows that 
aside from the genetic component of familial addiction, simply being exposed to a family member's 

6~eshner ,  sirprn note 4, at 2. 
' It is important, however, especially when dealing with narcotics, to distinguish between addiction and dependence, or 
between dependence and physiological dependence (For example, a person who suffers from chronic pain can be 
physiologically dependent on a painkiller and experience withdrawal, but not be addicted ) A person can also show 
tolerance for the substance - needing increased amounts of the drug in order to get an effect. Additionally, although a 
drug may be highly addictive for one person, another may use it with little effect or compulsion to use it again This can 
be due to a number of factors, including genetic vulnerability or predisposition to addiction 

Interview with Dr. Richard Rawson, Associate Director, Integrated Substance Abuse Programs, UCLA Dept of 
Psychiatry & Biobehavioral Sciences (November l0,2004) 
' Leshner, rirpra note 4, at 1-2 
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drug use on a regular basis, having access to the substances, and being subjected to the stresses 
caused by living in an addicted family systems all greatly increase the risk of early individual use." 

Addiction as a Chronic Illness 

The Task Force also notes that addiction is a chronic illness. As such, it is generally characterized 
by the following: 

Symptoms tend to vary over time. 
Recovery requires ongoing health maintenance strategies in order to keep the disease in 
remission. 
Like other chronic illnesses (for example, hypertension, diabetes, and some forms of cancer), 
AOD addiction generally results from a combination of voluntary and involuntary factors. In 
other words, while addiction cannot develop without the first use of the substance, there are a 
number of factors, voluntary and involuntary, that determine whether a person will become 
addicted 

* Again like many other chronic illnesses, addiction is a relapsing illness. Due to its complicated 
nature and the significant behavioral aspects involved in its successful treatment, not every 
person stops using after their first treatment. 

* Heritability - A multitude of studies have shown the genetic factor (heritability) in addiction 
There can be considerable variance in how the disease manifests from one person to another. 

Additionally, the Task Force notes that: 

* There is a valid diagnosis for AOD addiction that has been proven reliable. 
Research shows that treatment for addiction is as effective, if not more effective, than treatment 
for heart disease and diabetes." 
The Minnesota Department of Human Services published an exhaustive study in 2000 
monitoring treatment outcomes from 1993-1999; the number one recommendation was to 
provide a continuum of care consistent with the expert consensus that chemical dependency is a 
chronic disease l2 

lo Two critical environmental factors in addiction appear to be cues and cravings A frequent drug user generally uses in 
certain ways and develops rituals around their use. Those environmental cues, according to Leshner, "actually become 
'conditioned' to that drug use and are thus critical to the development and expression of addiction." Id at 4.  When a 
person encounters these cues, the brain responds and creates intense drug cravings that elicit anticipation of use of the 
drug. For example, passing a frequented liquor store, visiting a neighborhood where one used to buy drugs, watching 
people smoke cocaine in a movie, watching an advertisement for one's favorite alcoholic beverage can all elicit intense 
cravings. In addition, simply returning to one's home from treatment (assuming the home is associated with drug use) 
can cause a person to experience intense drug cravings These cravings play a critical role in an individual's relapse 
Thus learning how to identify, respond to, and manage cravings appears to be fundamental to addiction treatment and 
recovery 
I' A Thomas McClellan et al., DrrrgDeperidence, a (7l1r"otiic Medicallllriess, JAMA, 2 8 4 ,  at 1689-95 (2000) 
l2 Patricia Harrison et a1 , Minnesota Department of Human Services, Tlie C1~allenige.s arid Beriejts of Clierr~ical 
Deperidency Trealrirerrt Rer7iNsJi.orrr Mitr~resota'r T,eahriertt Orrlconies Monitorbig Sysfenr, 1993-1999, at 3-5 (October 
2000). 
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The Latest Brain Research 

In the past twenty years, research concerning the impact of alcohol and other drugs on the brain has 
grown exponentially. Scientists can now track changes in the brain thanks to Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) scans. Since 1987, PET scans have opened up a new world to scientists 
examining the neurochemical dynamics of drug addiction. For a list of the most significant 
breakthroughs over the past two decades, see Appendix B. 

The Role o f  Personal Responsibility 

In adopting the brain disease model, the Task Force must also stress that the adoption in no way 
diminishes the role of personal responsibility in addiction and recovery. As noted by Leshner: 

Does having a brain disease mean that people who are addicted no longer have any 
responsibility for their behavior or that they are simply victims of their own genetics 
and brain chemistry? Of course not. Addiction begins with the voluntary behavior 
of drug use, and although genetic characteristics may predispose individuals to be 
more or less susceptible to becoming addicted, genes do not doom one to become an 
addict. This is one major reason why efforts to prevent drug use are so vital to any 
comprehensive strategy to deal with the nation's drug problems. Initial drug use is a 
voluntary, and therefore preventable, behavior. 

Moreover, as with any illness, beltavior becomes a critical part of recovery. At a 
minimum, one must comply with the treatment regimen, which is harder than it 
sounds. Treatment compliance is the biggest cause of relapses for all chronic 
illnesses, including asthma, diabetes, hypertension, and addiction. Moreover, 
treatment compliance rates are no worse for addiction than for these other illnesses, 
ranging from 30 to 50 percent Thus for drug addiction as well as for other chronic 
illnesses, the individual's motivation and behavior are clearly important parts of 
success in treatment and iecovery " 

" Leshner, rlipra note 4, at 6 
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Alcohol and Other Drugs and the Juvenile Brain 

The Task Force also considered recent research on the impact of alcohol and other drugs on the 
juvenile brain.14 That research appears to yield two major conclusions about the juvenile brain and 
the use of alcohol and other drugs. First, the human brain does not completely develop until a 
person's early twenties. Moreover, research indicates that the maturing brain is more vulnerable to 
the effects of alcohol compared to adults. This recent discovery makes clear that the earlier an 
individual uses, the more likely he or she is to develop AOD problems and cause irreparable damage 
to the brain." Second, for various reasons, the line between addiction and misuse for a juvenile is 
not always clear. In other words, addiction is a much more difficult diagnosis for juveniles.I6 See 
Part 1V.C for a more detailed discussion of this issue and its implications for Minnesota's judicial 
approaches to juvenile AOD offenders. 

l 4  Presentation to the Task Force by Suzene Brann, National Faculty for the National Council of Juvenile and Family 
Court Judges, on various topics related to juveniles (August 26, 2005); Ackley, .rlipra note 5 

Linda Spear, The Adolercerit Brairi arid ll?e College Drinker Biological Barls of Propensity lo Use arid Mi.ru,se 
Alcohol, Journal of Studies on Alcohol, vol. 63, issue 2, at 71-81 (2002) '' C. Martin & K. C. Winters, Diagriostic Crileriofor Adolescent Alcohol Ure Disorderr, Alcohol Healtl? and Research 
World, vol 22, at 95-106 (1998). 
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PART IV: TASK FORCE CONSIDERATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. DEFINITIONS OF KEY TERMS AND CONCEPTS 

1. Co-MorbidifiCo-occurri~z~ Disorders: Many who suffer from alcohol and other drug 
problems also have accompanying (co-occurring) mental health disorders that impact 
their ability to recover, for example, anxiety, depression, or bi-polar disorders. For 
those individuals, treating coexisting AOD and mental health issues simultaneously is 
essential to long-term recovery. 

2 Drriz Corirfs: A problem-solving approach that uses the power of the court in 
collaboration with other participants (prosecutors, defense counsel, treatment 
providers, probation officers, law enforcement, educational and vocational experts, 
community leaders and others) to closely monitor the defendant's progress toward 
sobriety and recovery tlxough ongoing treatment, frequent drug testing, regular 
mandatory check-in court appearances, and the use of a range of immediate sanctions 
and incentives to foster behavior change. It should be stressed that although in a drug 
c o w  the traditional roles of participants are substantially modified, they are not 
relinquished It is important to maintain the distinct roles of each drug court team 
member (in order, for example, to preserve the constitutional rights of problem-solving 
program clients) 

F~irz&&~l Coiirt: Many variations of the drug court model currently exist - adult, 3. 7 
juvenile, DWI, family dependency, etc. However, the concept of a family drug court - 
in which all cases are consolidated for a family experiencing AOD problems - appears 
to be unique, does not cunently exist in Minnesota, and is of great interest to the Task 
Force. In this model, the same judge is assigned all cases pertaining to the 
individuallfamily, and the problem-solving model is used to address all of the cases 
and intervene in the AOD issues impacting each individual and the family as a whole l 7  

A "family drug court" as described here is distinct from a "family dependency drug 
court". The latter is a specific type of drug court that is utilized in Child(ren) in Need 
of Protective Services (CHIPS) cases 

4. H i d  vs. LorvRisk Offeilders: "Risk" in this context refers to the offender's risk of re- 
offending based on certain c~iteria, including age of onset of AOD use, involvement in 
previous drug treatment, presence o i  antisocial personality disorder, age of criminal 
onset, familial criminal involvement, and criminal associations. The level or 
se~iousness of the criminal charge or offense does not determine whether an offender is 
high or low risk; for example, a felony-level offender can be low risk and a 
misdemeanant high risk 

" Development of the Family Drug Court model will be addressed more fully in the Task Force Final Report. 
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5 .  Problem-Solvinp Auuroaclres Ia/k/a/ Collaborative Jrtstice): Judicial approaches in 
which the offender is held accountable for his or her conduct and recovery with swift 
and certain interventions; intensive supervision is provided for high-risk offenders, 
including supervision by a concerned judicial officer who monitors and cares about the 
progress of each individual offender; essential treatment services are utilized, for both 
chemical and mental health; effective collaboration exists between the essential 
participants -,judge, prosecutor, defense counsel and probation / corrections, treatment 
providers, and others; other ancillary services are provided; and good, consistent 
assessment tools are used to identify the most appropriate strategies for each offender. 
As with Drug Courts (see 2 above), it is important to maintain the distinct roles of each 
problem-solving approach team member. 

6. Recoverv Sclrools: High schools and college programs which, as components of the 
recovery continuum of care, enroll students who are committed to remaining abstinent 
from alcohol and other drugs and maintaining a program of recovery. 

7. Re-errtrv Drrtp Corrrts: Post-release programs that use the drug court philosophy and 
approach; these courts provide a mechanism for the successful reintegration of the 
serious drug-using offender back into society. 

8. Restorative Jrrstice: A systemic response to wrongdoing that emphasizes healing the 
wounds of victims, offenders and communities that are caused or revealed by the 
criminal behavior. It is in contrast to retributive justice, which focuses primar.ily on 
punishing the offender. 

9. Rule 25: A Minnesota administrative rule (promulgated by the Department of Human 
Services and found at Minn. Rules 9530.6600 - ,6660) that sets forth the placement 
criteria for people with alcohol and other drug problems. Its goal and purpose is to 
align a comprehensive assessment of the individual's needs with an individualized 
package of services (as well as access to public funding for treatment, the Consolidated 
Chemical Dependency Treatment Fund, which is governed by a rule known as Rule 24 
found at Minn. Rules 9530.6800 - "7031). 

10 StapperedSetrterzcinp: An innovative form of sentencing used for DWI offenders that 
includes a staggered incarceration period--often executing one-third of the sentence 
initially with the other two-thirds of !he sentence left contingent upon the offender's 
progress, active participation in programming, home electronic alcohol monitoring 
(HEM) - and clearly articulated consequences for specific violations 
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B. RECOMMENDATION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PROBLEM-SOLVING 
APPROACHES IN MINNESOTA'S COURTS 

1. Problent: From 1999-2004, the number of felony drug cases filed in Minnesota courts 
increased from 5,035 to 8,474." Methamphetamine cases accounted for 7% of all drug 
cases in 1999; by 2004 that figure rose to 39%.19   he total number of methamphetamine 
cases in the state rose from 472 in 1999 to 3,948 in 2004.~' 

Drug offenders present significant public safety issues for law enforcement officials. 
According to a United States Department of Justice report, officers attempting to take 
into custody a person under the influence of alcohol or other drugs may encounter some 
of the following problems: drug users are less likely to feel pain from pain compliance 
techniques; drug users are more liltely to resist an officer and use violence to do so; and 
drug users are twice as likely to use a gun to resist the police.21 The use of alcohol or 
other drugs is a major contributing factor in the occurrence of Sudden Custody Death 
Syndrome (SCDS), where the offender dies suddenly after a violent struggle with an 
officer. 

In 1990, drug offenders represented about 12% of new prison admissions in Minnesota; 
by 2003, they represented over 30%. Drug offenders occupied 9% of the state's prison 
space in 1990. By 2003, that figure rose to 25%.22 Almost one-third of new drug 
offenders admitted to prison in Minnesota in 2003 were for fifth degree offenses (the 
lowest level of offense), many as a consequence of probation  revocation^.^' In 2002, for 
the first time, drug offenders outnumbered other offenders going to prison. That trend 
continued in 2003. The biggest growth in offenders coming into prison, of all case types, 
has been methamphetamine offendersz4 

According to the Minnesota Department of Corrections, of the 8300 offenders currently 
in Minnesota prisons, 90% were diagnosed as chemically dependent or chemically 
abusive and were directed to complete chemical dependency treatment. Sixty percent of 
all offenders need primary treatment based on a chemical de endency diagnosis Sixty- 
five percent of those referred for services never receive them. P, 

'' Information obtained by the Task Force from the Minnesota State Court Administrator's Office, Research and 
Evaluation Unit (2005) 
l 9  1d 
20 Id 
2' Geoffrey P Alpert & Roger G Dunham, Analysis ofPollce Use-of-Force Data (July 25,2000), 
www ncjrs govlpdffilesi/nijlgrants1183648 pdf 
22 Presentation to the Task Force by Anne Wall regarding the Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Report (2004) with 
updated data (July 22,2005) 
23 According to Sentencing Guidelines, for a fi fth-degree drug felon to go to prison requires a gun charge or a long 
criminal history Id It is not necessary to have a long criminal history on a probation revocation Id 
24 Id -- 
25 The Minnesota Department of Corrections reports that 1700 offenders receive treatment each year Although it 
estimates a yearly need of 2170 treatment beds, it currently has only 800 Information obtained by the Task Force from 
the Minnesota Dept of Corrections (2005) 
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In general, relapse and recidivism rates are high for AOD offenders who are simply sent 
to prison. National data indicate that 30% of AOD offenders released from prison in 
1998 were rearrested within six months, and 68% were rearrested within three years26 
According to the Treatment Research Institute, 85% of people released from prison 
returned to AOD use within one year, and 95% returned to AOD use within three years27 
Available Minnesota data on AOD offender recidivism generally appears to align with 
national trends.28 

Research regarding treatment practice indicates that a treatment regime of ongoing 
judicial supervision, clinical care, and ongoing aftercare and supervision should last for a 
minimum of 90 days and optimally extend for 12 to 18 months. However, without such 
supervision (judicial and otherwise), approximately 70% of probatianers and parolees 
drop out of treatment within 3 months; that number rises to 90% within 12 months 29 

Minnesota studies of treatment outcomes for offenders both incarcerated and on 
probation indicate treatment completion rates (defined as successful resolution of illness- 
related issues) that vary from 30 to 55%.30-3' Additionally, current research shows that 
prisoners who receive treatment in prison but no follow-up transitional services in the 
community upon release are as likely to relapse and recidivate as prisoners who received 

32 33 no treatment at all. - 

Data also indicate high rates of co-occurring mental health problems among Minnesota's 
prisoners. Twenty-five percent of the adult male Minnesota offender po ulation and 
40% of the adult female offender population are on psychiatric medications? Ther,efore, 
services must take into consideration the needs of people with co-occurring mental 
health and alcohol and other drug problems. Lastly, service providers face the daunting 
challenge of meeting the specific needs of offenders in treatment while addressing the 
criminogenic factors, particularly gang involvement, that impact the individual's chances 
of establishing long-term sobriety. 

In addition to recognizing the prevalence of co-occurring mental health issues with AOD 
addictions, the Task Force recognizes the importance of addressing the treatment needs 

26 Presentation to the Task Force by West Huddleston, Director of National Drug Court Institute, The Promise of Drug 
Courts (June 24,2005). 
27 Presentation to the Task Force by Doug Marlowe, Treatment Research Institute, Research Regarding Problem-Solving 
Courts (June 24,2005) Problem-Solving 
" it is difficult to say exactly how Minnesota data compares to national data, as Task Force staff was unable to identify 
comprehensive and reliable Minnesota recidivism data on drug offenders 
" Marlowe, supra note 28. 
lo The Task Force believes that use of Problem-Solving approaches could increase these completion rates significantly. 
I '  Robert Bakken & Martin Remus, Mennepin County Human Service and Public I-Iealth Department, Unpublished 
Monographs (1995-2000). 
I' Marlowe, supra note 28. 
'I Similarly, a 1997 report by the Minnesota Office of the Legislative Auditor (OLA) on recidivism reported that: "The 
overall recidivism rates of prison program participants were similar to the rates of non-participants although it is 
possible that some programs reduced recidivism rates among some types of participants" Minnesota Office of the 
Legislative Auditor, Recidivism of Adult Felons, 48, (1997). 
l4 Minnesota Department of Corrections, DOC Facts Related to Substance Abuse (April 2005) 
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specific to particular groups, such as different communities of color who are 
disproportionately over-represented in the criminal justice system but often under- 
represented in service provider organizations. The Task Force also notes current 
research demonstrating that female offenders achieve better outcomes when given 
evidence-based women-specific treatment that allows them to address gender-specific 
issues in a safe envir~nment.'~ Based upon the results of female-specific treatment 
modalities, current discussion in the field also questions whether the traditional model, 
commonly referred to as the male model, is the best approach for all men. The 
development of treatment protocols that more effectively take into account men's 
specific issues will help improve outcomes for men as well. 

Finally, the Task Force wishes to highlight the critical need for timely assessment of 
AOD-addicted offenders in order to facilitate prompt entry into treatment. The time 
period immediately following arrest presents a critical window of opportunity for 
effective intervention in the underlying addiction. One problem currently encountered 
by existing drug courts in Minnesota is the delay created when a drug c o u ~ t  in one 
county attempts to get assessment and treatment for a drug court participant who resides 
in another county (the latter county being the entity responsible for providing the 
assessment and treatment), especially where no reciprocity agreement exists between the 
two counties to provide for such  situation^.^^ 

2. Recornnteniiatioion~ The Tnsk Force .strortg(y reco~trrtterrds tlre developrttertt nrtd 
irrtplettterrtntiotr of n platr for tttnkitrg problem-solving nppronclres to AOD offettders 
ttzore broadly avnilnble tlrrorcglrotrt tlre state. 37 

The first phase of the Task Force's work has yielded a clear consensus that traditional 
judicial approaches to AOD-addicted offenders have become increasingly unworkable, 
necessitating a fundamental shift in the judicial approach to such persons. At the same 
time, the Task Force has become convinced of the merits of problem-solving approaches. 
The essential elements of such approaches include: 

* Holding the offender accountable for his or her conduct and recovery with swift and 
certain interventions (including a continuum of sanctions while the offender is 

'' The Task Force received written testimony from the Female Offender Task Force delineating the specific needs of 
women involved in the criminal orjuvenile justice systems who have alcohol and other drug problems Representatives 
from the Female Offender Task Force will be presenting to the Task Force in early 2006, and the Task Force Final 
Report will more fully address these issues. 
l6 Given the critical importance of getting AOD-addicted offenders into treatment as quickly as possible, one logical 
best practice would be to insure that any problem-solving court client, in any county, be presumptively eligible for an 
assessment by the county handling the case Further, any funding source--host county, Health Maintenance 
Organization or other 3rd party payor--will l~onor the assessment within 48 hours provided that the assessment is done 
by a county registered and designated assessor and that the clinical recommendations meet the test for treatment 
eligibility. 

The Task Force understands that the state Judicial Council has indicated interest in identifying Chemical Dependency 
I Chemical Health as a strategic focus for the judiciary, and thus will likely be looking to the Task Force for ideas in this 
area, especially ideas for broad-based development. This recommendation is intended as a first step in that direction. 
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involved in the problem-solving approach, and full criminal consequences for failing 
in the problem-solving approach). 

0 Intensive supervision for high-risk offenders. This includes supervision by a 
concemedjudicial officer who monitors the progress of each individual offender. 

* Treatment services, both chemical and mental health, that adequately meet the 
individualized needs of the offender. 
Effective collaboration between the essential participants in the problem-solving 
approach - judge, prosecutor, defense counsel, probation / corrections, and 
treatment." 
Other ancillary services (for example, vocational education / training, parenting 
classes, housing). 
Good, consistent assessment tools that identify the most appropriate strategies for 
each offender., 

* A continuum of interventions. 

Problem-solving approaches have been demonstrated, locally and nationally, to have 
increased public safety by increasing the number of offenders achieving long-term 
recovery, significantly reduced costs to the criminal justice system as a whole, saved 
taxpayer dollars, and reduced recidivism among AOD-addicted offenders. (See Part 
1V.G regarding Funding for Problem-Solving Approaches.) 

Recommending broad development of problem-solving approaches for AOD offenders 
does not mean creating a drug or problem-solving court in every jurisdiction. Rather, the 
Task Force recommends a broad shift in the way that courts deal with AOD offenders,. 
Psoblem-solving principles can be implemented without creating formal "drug cot~rts". 
An essential element of any development plan would be training for judges and other 
participant groups (prosecutors, public and private defense counsel, treatment providers, 
probation officers, law enforcement and correctional personnel, educational and 
vocational experts, community leaders and others) in problem-solving court principles. 
They must be equally committed to supporting the fundamental shift in approach 
entailed in the problem-solving model. Educating local policymakers, business leaders, 
and the general public is also vital to the success of problem-solving approaches. (See 
Part 1V.G regarding Funding for Problem-Solving Approaches.) 

As indicated previously, the Task Force wishes to stress that ihizely assessment and entry 
into treatment are critical to the success of a problem solving approach. AOD-addicted 
offenders who meet the criteria for participation in a drug court or other problem solving 
approach need to be assessed immediately after arrest and, if warranted, begin treatment 
as quickly as possible, but no more than thirty days post-evaluation. 

'* At the local level, it is important for judges, prosecutors and defense counsel (along with other members of the 
problem-solving team such as probation 1 corrections, law enforcement, and social services) to determine the eligibility 
criteria for participation in the problem-solving approach - i e , which specific offenses will be accepted and which will 
not This is also a potential area where general guidelines could be developed at the state level 



To slipport an effort of tltis scope, tlte Task Force also recorztrner~ds tlte folloairzg: 

A. Crentiorr of n collaborntive, state-level teant made np of represerztatives fror~t eaclt 
oftlze major pnrticipatlt /stakelzolder gr0ctp.s. 

B. Creatiort of a ntrtlti-year plnrt, irtcl~rding: 
I) A Corztprelzertsive Irnpler?tentation PIm; 
2) A Conzpreltensive Strategy for Srrstninabilify and Funding. 

C. Collaboratiorz antong all affected grorrps, irrclrrdi~tg: 
I) Regular rzzeetirtgs of local participartt groups; 
2) Regrtlar trairtirigs of local participartt gro~~ps;  
.3) Developnter~t of Urriforrn Best ~ractices:'~ 

D. Desigrtatiort of district and local level jrtdicial 1eader:rlzip. 

C. RECOMMENDATION FOR DEVELOPMENT OF PROBLEM-SOLVING 
APPROACHES REGARDING JUVENILE AOD OFFENDERS 

1. Probletzz: The Task Force is particularly concerned about juvenile use of and 
addiction to alcohol and other drugs, in light of the connection between AOD problems, 
juvenile justice system involvement and ongoing involvement in the adult criminal justice 
system, as well as the destructive impact of AOD use and addiction on the developing brain 
A national expert, Suzette Brann, testified that the latest research shows a human brain does 
not h l ly  develop until an individual's early twenties. The last, and most advanced, part of 
the brain to develop is the pre-frontal cortex, which is responsible for reasoning and 
planning.40 When juveniles use drugs, especially alcohol, they run the risk of impeding this 
critical final stage of brain development. 

The 2004 Minnesota Student Survey found that: 

e 42.9% of ninth graders and 62.7% of twelfth graders had used alcohol at least once in 
the past year; 

e 15.8% of ninth grade rnales and 14.9% of females and 35.3% of twelfth grade males 
and 25.3% of females admitted to binge drinking (defined as five or more drinks in a 
row on 10 occasions or more)4'; 
17% of ninth graders and 26.9% of twelfth graders admitted to using marijuana at 
least once in the past yeaq2; 
4.1% of ninth graders and 4.9% of twelfth graders admitted to using 
methamphetamine at least once in the past yea+'; 

39 Such best practices include: (1) Adoption of a consistent chemical dependency / drug court assessment tool and 
process to be used by all courts; (2) Adoption of a statewide evaluation methodology for AOD problem-solving 
a proaches; and (3) Creation of a statewide management information system (MIS) for such approaches 
49Brann, srtpa note 15 
"Minnesota Department of Education, Minnesota Student Survey, Fall 2004, 
http:/lwww health state mn us/divs/hpcd/chplalcohol/pdf/publictables pdf 
4 2  1d 
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.Juvenile underage drinking is a concern for several reasons. First, it is an illegal drug for 
minors and a legal drug for adults. This leads to a much greater exposure to alcohol 
through media, public events, and in the home Second, there is evidence that the 
younger a person starts drinking, the greater their chance of developing an addiction to 
alcohol and/or other drugs. The National Institute of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse 
(NIAAA) states: 

People who begin drinking before age 15 are four times more likely to 
develop alcohol dependence at some time in their lives compared with 
those who have their first drink at age 20 or older. It is not clear whether 
starting to drink at an early age actually causes alcoholism or whether it 
simply indicates an existing vulnerability to alcohol use disorders.44 

Third, children who come from alcoholic (or other drug addicted) homes have a much 
greater chance of developing an addiction problem due to genetic vulnerability, and 
being involved in the juvenile justice s stem, and have much greater access to the 
substance(s) due to the familial addiction. 'z 
Of the adolescents who undergo drug treatment nationwide, 50% drop out within six 
weeks and only 15% are still in recovery after a year.46 Additionally, between 25% and 
60% of those in treatment have mood disorders which require special clinical expertise 
and attenti~n."~ The period immediately following treatment is the time of greatest risk 
for relapse?8 Those young people who leave treatment while still in school face the 
challenge of returning to the same environment and peers with whom they used and even 
the people from whom they bought drugs.49 An added challenge faces young people 
who re-enter homes where an addicted parent continues to use alcohol and/or other 
drugs, further compromising the young person's recovery. 

The Task Force is especially concerned about juveniles who become involved with the 
juvenile justice system at a young age and become further involved in the criminal 
justice system as adults. The results of the 2004 Minnesota Student Survey administered 
to young people in juvenile detention centers and correctional facilities are quite telling, 
especially as compared to the general student population. The statistics for binge 
drinking for this group were substantially higher than those of the general twelfth grade 
population - 32% of males and 37% of females (see above for general population data). 

""ational Institute of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse, Alcohol Alert No 59: Underage Drinking: A Major Public 
I-lealth Challenge, at 2 (April 2003), http://pubs niaaa nih.gov/publicationslaa59.htm. 
"National Association for Cl~ildren ofAlcoholics, Cl~ildren of Addicted Parents: Important Facts O\lovember/December 
20001, htrp://www.hopenetworks.or~addictionlCl1ildren%20ofJ/o20Addicts.I1tm. 
46 Brann, supra note 15. 
" id 
4 8  Presentation to the Task Force of Monique Bourgeois, Association of Recovery Scbools, on Recovery Schools 
(August 26,2005) 
49 According to Bourgeois, "Putting a young person addicted to alcohol and other drugs back into the same school (or 
any other school that is not systematically set up to support the recovery of young people who have AOD problems) has 
been analogized to dropping an adult addicted to alcohol off at their favorite bar as soon as they are out of treatment " 
Id 
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The use of all other drugs was higher as well.50 Perhaps most significant was that 48% 
of males and 53% of females in juvenile detention centers and correctional facilities 
admit having been treated for an alcohol and other drug problem, as opposed to 5% of all 
ninth-grade males, 3% of ninth grade females, 6% of twelfth grade males and 3% of 
twelfth grade females. 51 

In a suxvey of Minnesota prison inmates, a high percentage reported one or more out of 
home placements during childhood or adolescence. The highest percentage of out of 
home placements was reported by Native American prisoners (75%). Among other 
racial groups, the percentage reporting one or more placements ranged from 36% to 
45%.'* There also appears to be a link between family involvement in a child welfare 
case and one or more of the children later being charged as delinquent. The University 
of Minnesota published a recent study in which "preliminary data reveals that 
approximately 30% of youth ages 10-17 who were involved in a child welfare case that 
reached a permanency decision in 2002 became dual-system youth between 2002- 
2 0 0 3 . " ~ ~  

The percentage of delinquency cases in which the most serious charge is an alcohol or 
other drug offense is relatively low. In 2003, 3% of all delinquency petitions involved 
drug offenses and 21% were categorized as "other" - the most common of which were 
alcohol offenses.54 However, as previously noted for adult criminal cases, because so 
many crimes are committed under the influence of alcohol and / or other drugs, the 
relatively small number of actual offenses charged as drug-related does not appear to 
accurately represent the degree to which offenses involve alcohol and other drug 
problems. 

In a meta-analysis of sixty-six different studies of serious and violent juveniles, an Office 
of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention study group found that mental health 
issues, alcohol and other drug problems, and a past history of being a victim of violence 
were all common traits among these  individual^.^^ A 2000 Minnesota study found that: 

Based on the patterns of use reported previously in this report, estimated 
need for treatment is likely to be even higher for juvenile offenders. 
Evidence suggests, however, that few juvenile justice jurisdictions 

Minnesota Department of Education, Minnesota Student Survey, Juvenile Correctional Facilities and Detention 
Centers Tables, http://wwwmnschoolhealth.com/article/data/050930101829-132713/050930102207- 
802840/2004msscorrectionsst pdf. 
'' Id 
" Jane Gilgun, A Sririaej, of Mi171tesola Prison 1nnzate.s Risk and Prolective Factors i t7  Adole.sce~~ce, Minnesota Citizens 
Council on Crime and Justice, IS, (October 1994). 

Center for Advanced Studies in Child Welfare, Practice Notes #l7: Double Jeopardy: Youth Involved in Dual 
Systems of Child Welfare and Juvenile Justice Mental Health Screening (Esther Wattenberg e d ,  September 2005), 
http://ssw che.umn.edulCASCWlpn~805.html. Note that the term "dual-system" in this context refers to children and 
adblescents who are involved in both the child protection and juvenile delinquency systems 
" Research and Evaluation Unit, Minnesota Supreme Court, Summary Information on Juvenile Delinquency Petitions in 
Minnesota Courts (March 2005) 

Rolf Loeber & David P Farrington, Serious and Violent Juvenile Offenders (1998) 
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provide appropriate treatment services. Nationally, it has been 
determined that less than 40 percent of public and private juvenile 
detention, correctional, and shelter facilities provide treatment. When 
treatment is provided, it is often limited to support groups, with gaps in 
the provision of comprehensive assessment and individualized 
treatment. Additionally, it is difficult to obtain treatment se~vices for 
adolescents with co-occu~ring addictive and mental disorders. The 
importance of this barrier is underscored by evidence that adolescents 
with emotional problems are four times moIe likely to be dependent on 
alcohol or illicit drugs than other  adolescent^.'^ 

These same findings were co1,roborated by expert testimony to the Task ~ o r c e . ' ~  It is 
also not clear to what extent treatment for juveniles in Minnesota currently follows 
evidence-based practices.58 Therefore, the Task Force sees a common thread of alcohol 
and other. drug problems running from a child's first involvement in the child welfare 
system (to be further addressed in the Task Force's final report) to his or her eventual 
involvement in the adult criminal system. 

2 .  Recorirriterrhtion: As tvirlr adult offenders, tire Task Force strorrgly recoriimerrds tire 
developnzent artd irnplenrertfntion of a plarr for rtiakirrg probleni-solvirrg approaches for 
jtrverrile AOD offenders more broadly available tlrrotiglrotrt tlte state. While the 
t~aditional juvenile justice system already functions in a manner resembling the problem- 
solving model when compared to the adult criminal justice system, critical additions or 
improvements must be made to increase success rates for juveniles with AOD problems 
The essential elements of juvenile problem-solving approaches include: 

A. Holding the offender accountable for his or her conduct and recovery with swift and 
certain interventions (including a continuum of sanctions while the offender is 
involved in the problem-solving approach, and full juvenile consequences for failing 
in the problem-solving approach). 

B. Intensive supervision for high-risk offenders. This includes supervision by a 
concerned judicial officer who monitors the progress of each individual offender. 

C.  Effective collaboration between the essential participants in the problem-solving 
approach -,judge, prosecutor, defense counsel and probation/  correction^.^" 

'' Council on Crime & Justice, Responding to Juvenile Substance Abuse: Findings and Recommendations (Sept 2000), 
litto:llwww.crimeandiustice.oreIPa~es/PublicationslRe~ortslRes~ondine%2Oto%20Juvenile%20Substance%2OAbuse.pd 
c 
1. 

Brann, rzrpta note 15 
Id The Task Force also heard from three Minnesota juvenile drug court judges who were unfamiliar with aspects of 

the best practices for juvenile treatment and questioned whether their participants were receiving those services 
59 At the local level, it is important for judges, prosecutors and defense counsel (along with other members of the 
problem-solving team such as probation I corrections, law enforcement, and social services) to determine the eligibility 
criteria for participation in the problem-solving approach - i e , which specific offenses will be accepted and which will 
not This is also a potential area where general guidelines could be developed at the state level 
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D. Evidence based treatment services specifically for juveniles, both chemical and 
mental health, including: 
1. developmentally appropriate assessment tools; 
2. engagement strategies (ways of engaging not only the young person in the 

services and in their recovery but their family as well); 
3. consideration of the needs of the entire family; 
4. in addition to cognitive therapies and education, utilization of expressive and 

experiential therapies (therapies focused on music, art, drama, e t~ . ) .~ '  
E. Other ancillary services (e.g. parent programs, recovery schools, tutors, vocational 

training, and mentors). 
F. A continuum of interventions. 

There are critical differences between adult and juvenile drug courts. Current drug court 
research shows that adult drug court participants under the age of 24 are significantly 
more likely to be re-arrested and charged with a new offense than those who are older - 
suggesting a need for different structures and services for juvenile ~ffenders .~ '  One of 
the distinctive needs of juveniles concerns the type of chemical dependency services they 
receive (as discussed above). National research shows that juveniles do not respond as 
well to traditional, adult-oriented treatment services, possibly due to the still-developing 
brain.62 Another difference between a juvenile and adult drug court concerns the degree 
of leverage that a court has to keep the young person engaged. The potential punishment 
many adults in drug court are facing is quite severe - up to a year in jail or a year or 
more in prison. For many juveniles the consequences are not as severe. Sanctions and 
incentives (key components of a drug court) are also extremely limited for juvenile petty 
alcohol ~ffen'enses.~' A final concern expressed in the testimony of several juvenile drug 
court judges relates to the lack of control that the courts and the juvenile justice system 
have over parents who are addicted to alcohol and other drugs who continue to use while 
their child is in recovery. While some juvenile drug courts have implemented parent 
programs to support the parents in dealing with their young person's addiction, it is 
unclear whether they have any authority to force parents into treatment even when their 
continued use of alcohol and other drugs is clearly impacting the young person's success 
in the program.,64 

60 Brann, stipra note 15. 
" Id 
62 Current research on brain development is much more extensive and reliable than research on the impact of AOD on 
the juvenile brain, which is still quite new 
" The court can impose outpatient treatment for the first or second offense See Minn Stat. C, 260B.235, subds 4(d) and 
5 (2004). Inpatient treatment does not become an option until the third offense. See i d ,  subd. 6 But treatment can be 
difficult to impose because at that point, the juvenile becomes entitled to counsel, and if the juvenile entered 
uncounseled guilty pleas on the first two offenses, he or she has the right to withdraw those pleas See Minn. R. Juv P. 
3.02, subd  3 .  
'' It is worth noting that as an alternative, Minn Stat 5 260B.335 allows the county attorney to file a petition with the 
court to establish civil jurisdiction over an individual who contributes to the delinquency o f a  minor. Once the petition 
is filed, there must be a hearing to determine whetherjurisdiction is appropriate. If so, the court can order any number 
of things listed in subdivision 3 of the statute, including requiring the person to "participate in evaluation or services 
determined necessary by the court to correct the conditions that contributed to the child's delinquency " In addition, 
Minn. Stat, C, 2608425 allows the county attorney to file criminal charges for contributing to the delinquency of a 
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111 liglrt of tlre above, tlre Task Force r~rakes tlre follorving additiorral 
recortrr~rertdatiorrs: 

A. Focris atterttion arrd available resoiirces on frivenile irrtenlerrtion as a r?tean,s to 
redrice frrtrire adult participatiorr in tlre crirrrirrnl jristice systenr. 

B. Explore tvays to give jriverrile drrig coiirts a~tlrority to reqriire clrenrical 
deperrderrcy assessrrrerrts,for pnrerrts arrd to reqriire AOD-addicted parerrt,~ to enter 
treatnrerrt in order to better sripport tlre progress nrrd recovery of tlre yorirrg person. 
Also explore developirrerrt of furllily rhrig corirts to be ritilized rvlren airy fanrily 
ntenrber is addicted. (See Part ZKA.3 ,for a defrritiorr of Farnily Drrig ~oiirt.)~' 
See Recorrtmenciutior~ F belorv. 

C. Provide treatr~rent tlrat is .spec~ficnl[y tailored to jriverrile,s based iipon pronrisirtg 
practicer, ~vlriclt r1ray incliide pnrerrtnl or grinrrlinrt pnrticipntion. 

D. Treatr~rerrt should irrclride services to address co-occrirrirrg di,sorder,s (the co- 
occrirrerrce ofAOD nrrd merrtal IrenNIr probler~rs). 

E. Utilize recovery s c l r o o ~ s ~ ~  a,s a re.source for jriverriles in problenr-Solvirtg corirfs, 
probatiort (~vlrerr AOD problemts Irnve beerr iderrtifen), nrrd tlre jriverrile jiistice 
systerlt gerrerally. 

F. Foctis available resorirces or1 developirrg pilot fanrily rlrtig corrrts (trot to be 
corrfii,sed with n fa~rrily dependency drug corirt - see tlte defrritiorr of ljirrrrily Drrrg 
Corirt irr Part ZKA..3), irtclridirrg early nssessnrerrt ritilizirrg tlre orte jtidge, orre 

farrrily nrodel and treating rirrderlyirrg fanriIy iis.iies. Explore nrovirrg beyorrd tlre 
rrrodel of separate adiilt, jirvenile, and farrrily deperrderrcy problerrr-Solvirtg courts.67 

C. Explore rerrrovirrg rrorr-diverted tinderage drirrkingfr.onr tlrefirre pnyabIe,s list arrd 
irrstead reqiiiring a clrer~ricnl ltealtlr screenin /nssessnrent and a corirt appearance 
and/or af ire ,  for iindernge drirrkirrg oJfertses. fi 

minor, and all of the usual punishments and treatment requirements could follow Crom a conviction for that offense 
Finally, it is possible that a court could acquire jurisdiction over a parent through a Child(ren) in Need of Protective 
Services (CHIPS) petition under Minn. Stat. Chap. 260C.141 
lS Development ofthe Family Drug Court model will be more fully addressed in the Task Force Final Report. 
" Recovery schools are high schools and college programs which, as components of the recovery continuum of care, 
enroll students who are committed to remaining abstinent from alcohol and otlier drugs and to maintaining a program of 
recovery For more information, please see: http:llwww.recovervschools.or~l Minnesota is a leader in this area, with 
the first recovery high schools in the country. Currently there are thirteen recovery high schools across the state and one 
college-based recovery school (at Augsburg College) 
" This issue and recommendation will be addressed more fully in the Task Force Final Report 

This recommendation is not intended to restrict or eliminate, for example, a prosecutor's ability to divert underage 
drinking cases where appropriate 
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D. RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING METHAMPHETAMINE CASES 

1. Problent: Due to the growing concern about methamphetamine (meth) offenses in 
Minnesota, the Task Force felt it important to specifically address this growing problem, 
while emphasizing that this drug is more like than unlike the other drugs of addiction. 
Like many other drugs, methamphetamine is a neurotoxin. According to Carol 
Falkowski of the Hazelden Institute, "it not only affects the release and reuptake of 
certain brain chemicals (mostly dopamine), but also damages the neural tissue within the 

n 69 70 71 brain, the effects of which can be long lasting . - - 

Recent expert testimony before the Task Force on the impact of chronic meth use 
indicates that some signs of adult brain healing are being shown within two years of 
a b ~ t i n e n c e . ~ ~  However, tbe neuroscience regarding methamphetamine (and other drugs) 
continues to evolve; definitive conclusions are not yet available. 

The estimated annual public cost to Minnesota from methamphetamine was $140 million 
in 2 0 0 4 . ~ ~  To put that in perspective: the estimated annual public cost of alcohol use in 
Minnesota alone is $ 4 5  bi~lion.~' Following are statewide numbers of 
metl~amphetamine criminal case filings over the last five years. 

FILINGS - METHAMPHETAMINE STATEWlDE - 1999-2004 

69 Carol Falkowski, M e t h a ~ ~ ~ p h e t a ~ i ~ b ~ e  Across A~~ier ica  Misco~~ception.~, Realiries, and Sol~rtions, Spectrum: The 
Journal of State Government, November 2004, at 30 
70 P.M. Thompson et al., S/ruclural Ab~~ornralitier in the Braitis of Huma~t Slrbjects iV11a Use Methan~plretaniine, Tile 
Journal of Neuroscience, June 2004,24 (26), at 6028-6036. 
71 It is important with methamphetamine, as with all other drugs, to distinguish between its impact on juveniles and its 
impact on adults. The science for both populations regarding methamphetamine is new; however, it is imperative to 
identify when one is talking about the science referring lo one population and not assume that the same is true for the 
other. This is also true for men and women, people of color, etc. 
7' Presentation to the Task Force by Dr. Timothy Condon, Deputy Director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, on 
methamphetamine addiction, treatment, and recovery (October 28,2005) 
7' More specifically, the itemized fiscal impacts are as follows: Corrections- $42.6m, Prosecution - $14.8m, Public 
Defense - $10 m, Law Enforcement - $39.3m, Environment - $3 5m, Treatment - $ l4 . lm,  Child Welfare - $15.7m 
Figures provided to the Minnesota Legislature for 2004 session by the Minnesota Department of Public Safety 
7* Minnesota Department of Health, TIE Human and Economic Cost of Alcohol Use in Minnesota (January 20041, 
http:llwww health state mn usldivslhpcdlchplalcohol/pdf~final2004costfactsheet pdf 
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Female methamphetamine use demands special attention. Methamphetamine is the only 
drug whose use by women equals or exceeds that of men.75 Many young women, and older 
women as well, are finding themselves attracted to methamphetamine not only because it 
brings about rapid weight loss, but also because it enables them to get more done. For 
example, single mothers who feel the burden of having to work and raise children by 
themselves get a temporary support from meth. Many more women are also finding their 
way into court due to their meth addictian, their affiliation with men who manufacture the 
drug, or their own manufacturing. Many of these women are also becoming involved in the 
child welfare system.76 Criminal filings against women for metham hetamine in every R. category below have at least doubled and often nearly tripled since 2000 . 

METHAMPHETAMINE FILINGS (WOMEN) 

Research supports women-specific methamphetamine treatment as having better results than 
mixed-gender t~eatment.~' 

Methamphetamine use also uniquely impacts public safety. It adversely impacts the 
communities where it is manufactured or used. Serious health dangers exist for those who - 
live in residences where met11 is made, both adults and children (who are found in a 
significant percentage of labs that are busted and are seriously endangered due to their still 
developing immune and other systems). The toxicity of the chemicals being dumped into 
the ground, lakes and rivers, or into sewers is an added environmental risk. Homes, motel 
rooms, and trailer homes used to make meth have to be properly cleaned or they can cause 
serious health problems to the unsuspecting future residents long after the manufacturing 
residents have vacated the property. Often the damage done to the property is so severe the 
building must be destroyed. Cleanup costs are covered by the offender or the property 
owner, irrespective of their lcnowledge of the illegal activities. 

Those worlcing on the front lines in the fight against this drug, especially law enforcement 
officials, face great dangers in dealing with methamphetamine offenders. They face 
individuals who can be very violent while in a state of psychosis and very difficult to 
subdue. According to a National Drug Intelligence Center research report: 

'' Condon, supra note 72 
76 Melinda Hohman et a1 , Methontphetanti~ie Abuse and Ma~tlficIu~e. T1te Child Wefire Response, Social Work, vol 
49, no 3, at 373-81 (July 1,2004) 
77 Data provided to the Task Force by the Minnesota State Court Administrator's Office, Research and Evaluation Unit 
(2005) 
78 Harrison, supra note 13, at 53 
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Individuals addicted to methamphetamine often are unpredictable, frightened, 
and confused; they will commit violent crimes to obtain the drug; particularly 
during the "tweaking" stage of abuse Methamphetamine abusers often are 
paranoid and delusional and frequently arm themselves against perceived 
threats, particularly from law enforcement officers. The effects of 
methamphetamine have caused many abusers to assault or lcill others, 
including family members and friends.79 

A particularly vulnerable time for methamphetamine users is the stage of use known as 
"tweaking". Tweaking is the time after the euphoric effects of the drug diminish for the user 
and they are more prone to violence, delusions, paranoia, and feelings of emptiness and 
dysphoria. During this time many individuals are not sleeping, which further exacerbates the 
aforementioned side effects Additionally, these individuals (again due to increased 
tendencies for violence, especially for those in a meth-induced psychosis) are 
disproportionately involved in domestic violence, assaults, and other offenses 

A final area of concern, especially for law enforcement and public health officials, is the 
possibility of exposure to a methamphetamine lab The chemicals used to make lneth are 
dangerous and volatile. Their toxicity can endanger law enforcement personnel when 
seizing a meth lab if they do not take proper precautions. According to a recent report, over 
50% of officers encountering a n~eth lab reported experiencing symptoms of skin and lung 
imitation, burning eyes and throat, and other symptoms Labs that explode are often due to 
the inexperience of meth manufacturers working with these highly volatile chen~icals. 
Sometimes, due to their paranoia, meth users may also "booby trap" their labs. The majority 
of meth labs are probably not discovered due to the lack of resources available to drug task 
forces and law enforcement for investigating possible and even probable sites. 

81 82 METH LAB SEIZURES IN MINNESOTA - 

Minnesota's initial response to meth has been swift and effective, as exemplified by the 
numerous public health ordinances and county meth task forces tlxoughout the state. Since 
recent legislation was enacted to restrict access to precursor chemicals, there has already 

"National Drug Intelligence Center, Colorado Drug Threat Assessment: Methamphetamine (May 2003), 
http://www.indianadea.com/public docsl~ubs4/4300/meth.htm. 

John W Martvnv et a1 . Chemical Ex~osures Associated with Clandestine Metham~hetamine Laboratories (2001). 

MDH 
DE A 

. , . . 
www.nationaljewish org;pdf7chemical-kxposures pdf 
" Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) - the information from MDH is no longer available - 
h t t p : / / w h e a l t h  statemn usldivsleh/methllab/traclting.html; Drug Enforcement Agency, Minnesota 2005, 
h t t p : / / w  usdqi gov/dea/pubs/states/minnesota.html 
82 Please note: These numbers reflect the labs reported to the Minnesota Department of Health and the Drug 
Enforcement Agency by each of the ~0UhtieS The reports are not required, so these figures could be low 
Discrepancies in the numbers between the two groups can be attributed to DOH'S increased effort to get accurate data in 
the past two years 
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been a dramatic decrease in the number of meth labs being s e i ~ e d . ~ '  However, law 
enforcement officials estimate that up to 80% of the methamphetamine in Minnesota is not 
made in the state. Much of the meth coming into Minnesota originates in Mexico and is 
distributed here by vaxious gangs. Therefore, as in other states that have passed similar 
legislation, while the number of labs may decrease the actual amount of methamphetamine 
in the state will very likely in~rease. '~ 

The Task Force takes very seriously the growing concern in the state regarding 
methamphetamine. Nevertheless, it unanimously agrees that the judiciary's response to this 
crisis must be grounded in the best available evidence and research. The Task Force felt it 
imperative that accurate and evidence-based information regarding methamphetamine drive 
its response. Therefore, it will initially address several questions regarding 
methamphetamine, with the most current answer as determined by recent Task Force 
testimony and the latest scientific research. 

Question 1: Is methamphetamine addiction treatable? 

What we currently lcuovv: The chemical dependency field has been treating 
methamphetamine addiction successfully for over thirty years. Although certain 
modalities are being empirically shown to be more effective than others, the research is 
clear: traditional treatment is effective for methamphetamine addiction. 

Question 2: Does methamphetamine addiction require a specific treatment? 

What we currently know: While there is evidence that certain treatment regimens work 
best for methamphetamine, they do not seem to differ greatly from those evidence-based 
practices that work best for the treatment of all addictive drugs The fundamental 
principles of addiction and its treatment are the same. The components of the 
scientifically valid and rigorously tested treatment model for methamphetamine, the 
Matrix Model developed in California, are all part of evidence-based practices for 
standard chemical dependency t~eatment.'~ 

Question 3: Do methamphetamine addicts use only meth? 

What we currently lcnow: While many people in treatment in Minnesota may list 
methamphetamine as their primary drug of choice, few, if any, use only 
methamphetamine. 

83 Testimony to the Task Force by Agent Terri VandeGriff (October 28, 2005) 
84 Id 
8s However, it is important to remember that models developed for adult males do not work for pregnant women and 
motliers These programs need to be adapted for the special needs of pregnant women, mothers, and even fathers They 
need to address issues such as transportation, child care, women's health, and reproductive health Treatment for this 
population needs to work towards keeping women and men connected to, rather than avoiding, the health care system 
(e g , getting prenatal care) 
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Question 4: Is methamphetamine instantly addicting? 

What we currently know: While methamphetamine is highly addictive, its purity, and 
therefore addictive potential, differs depending on many variables. There is no scientific 
evidence to show that methamphetamine is "instantly addicting". However, the onset of 
addiction for this drug can be quite rapid. 

Question 5: Does methamphetamine addiction require four to six months of 
detoxification? 

What we currently know: People addicted to methamphetamine, especially chronic 
users, can go on extended binges where they do not sleep for days 01 even weeks. 
People addicted to methamphetamine can also suffer from meth-induced psychosis. 
While these people must first be attended to in the most basic of ways - sleep, diet, 
exercise -this period of detoxification lasts, on average, anywhere from two days to heo 
w e e k .  While certain cases may take longer, they appear to be the exception rather than 
the rule. 

Question 6: Must all methamphetamine treatment be residential? 

What we currently know: There is one simple rule for determining the treatment needs 
of a methamphetamine addict (or a person addicted to any other drug): ongoing 
assessment must drive the clinical diagnosis and ongoing clinical services There is no 
"one size fits all" rule for the treatment needs of people with alcohol and other drug 
problems. For example, the Matrix Modela6, the treatment modality currently hailed as 
the best practice for treating rneth addiction, is based upon an outpatient model. 

Question 7: Do all people addicted to methamphetamine need longer treatment? 

What we currently know: Not necessarily: assessment must drive decisions regarding 
treatment duration. For any drug, the longer the treatment, the greater the chance of 
successful remission. The length of necessary treatment is contingent on clinical 
assessment. 

Question 8: Do people rarely recover from methamphetamine addiction? 

What we currently know: The recovery rate from methamphetamine addiction, 40% to 
60%, is comparable to the recovery rates for other drug addictions. People have been 
recovering from methamphetamine addiction for over 30 years, and there are many in 
long-term recovery in Minnesota. 

86 The Matrix Model is an evidence-based treatment program for methamphetamine (and other stimulant) users endorsed 
by the National Institute of Drug Abuse (NIDA) It is the most studied and empirically validated treatment program for 
methamphetamine that currently exists While the Matrix Model is recognized as an outpatient model, there are those 
individuals who need additional services (such as a halfway house) to augment their treatment Information provided to 
the Task Force by email from Dr Richard Rawson (Dec 15,2005) 
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Question 9: Is the majority of methamphetamine used in Minnesota being 
manufactured here? 

What we currently know: As indicated previously, only about 20% of the 
methamphetamine in Minnesota is manufactured here, largely by people who are making 
the drug to support their own addiction. The balance is being manufactured in 
"superlabs" in Mexico (and some in California, Colorado, and other southwestern states). 

Question 10: Is the impact of methamphetamine on the brain irreparable? 

What we currently know: As previously stated, the brain has significant capacity to 
protect itself. There is scientific evidence indicating that "relearning" in the brain after 
chronic methamphetamine use is possible through brain synapse connections 
rerouting prior learned finctions to other areas of the brain. Some, if not all, of the meth 
effects on the brain appear to reverse with abstinence over time (again, the science is 
very new). However, brain recovery and the resulting cognitive and emotional recovery 
generally take months, not days. In addition, research is beginning to show that 
dopamine production will also regenerate after approximately one year of abstinence. 

Question 11: Are pregnant women who use methamphetamine causing irreparable 
harm to tlleir unborn child(reu)? 

What we currently linow: Scientific results are not clear regarding this issue. The best 
answer is that not enough is known at this time to make any definitive statements about 
the impact of prenatal exposure to methamphetamine. 

Question 12: Can babies be born addicted to methamphetamine? 

What we currently linow: There is no scientific evidence to support the term "meth 
baby" or "ice baby" or to imply that a baby can be born addicted. Based on the 
definition of addiction, it is impossible f o ~  a baby to be born addicted." 

2 .  Reconmtendation: Tlre nro.st exfective Iong-terrrt jridicinl resporrse to tlre crrrrerrt 
rrretltnnt~ltetantiile crisis ir tlte same overall s tr~tepv beirrp recorrtmertrled bv tlte Task 
Force, fir all AOD offertrlers - i.e., broader tieve~&nren;of jrctiicinl probl~rrt-.solving 
approaclres. Based riporz the above irrforrrrntiorz arid its inteiztiorr tlrat its 
recoirtnrertrlntiolrs regardirrg AOD offertders be cotrrpreltensive in scope, llre Task 
Force offers tlre followirrg addiIiorrn1 recoirtnrertrlntiort.s: 

A. Strategies for a broad jrtdicial respotrse to tlre problems carised by 
ntetlrartrplretnnti~re oxferriiers sltorrld rzot be developed irt isolatiorr but rallrer as 
part of a corrrpreherr.sive resparise to tlre probleats cnrrsed by all AOD offeenders. 
Focrising rirrdrre ntterrtiort on rttetlrartrplretarrtirle (or nrzy otlrer sirrgle &rig) 

'' P 1 ~ ) ~ s i c i a f f ~ .  SciefiIIsIs to Media Stop CIring the Terni "Crack Baby", Brown University Press Release (David C 
Lewis, contact, February 27, 20041, hltp://www,joinlogether,org/sdnews/alerts/reader/0,1854,569528,00 html 
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Irirtders tlte developr~rerrt of arr effective, ratiorral, lorrg-tern? strategy to address 
the intpnct of all AOD offertders on tire crir~rinnljrcstice system 

B. TIte ntetltar~rpltetantirre epider~zic is serioris and .sltould trot be taker? liglttly, brit 
fear, overreaction, or tnrscien frfic-ba.sed irrfor~tmtion sltorcld trot drive !Ire jtrdicial 
response. 

C. The eligibility criteria for priblic treafr~zent slrolild be expar~ded. Access to 
treatrnetrt is critical, particrclarly for arlrlictiorr to trrefltantpltetamine. 

D. Zrrterventiorts for people vvitlr AOD problents, irtclriilitrg ~tetltar~rpltefantirre, 
sltorrld begirt ~vltile tire persorr is irt jail or prison arrd corrtirrrte tltrorrgl~ fransition 
back irtto tire conrr~rrrnity. 

E. RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING DWI OFFENDERS 

The Task Force is particularly concerned about DWI offenders for several reasons: ( I )  DWIs 
represent the greatest number of AOD-related criminal offenses in the state; (2) there is a 
high rate of recidivism for this crime; and (3) this offense raises significant public safety 
concerns. 

1. Problern: A 1999 report by the Minnesota Department of Public Safety showed 
Minnesota's overall alcohol use to be considerably higher than the national average." In 
2004, there were 6,789 liquor establishments (and an additional 5,000 establishments 
allowed to sell 3.2% alcohol) in Minnesota that brought in a total of over $2 billion of 
revenue. By comparison, the estimated annual public costs of alcohol use in Minnesota 
are $4.5 billion.89 The current alcol~ol tax in Minnesota brings in about $200 million 
annually 

Without question, the AOD offenders who are the most frequent, most lethal, and most 
difficult of the chronic recidivists to change are driving while intoxicated (DWI) 
offenders. Over 33,000 DWI arrests occur every year in ~ i n n e s o t a ~ ' ,  and approximately 
40% of those are lepeat offendersp2 Statistically, about 60% of first time offenders do not 
re-offend. In turn, 50% of second time offenders do not re-offend. This pattern appears to 
continue at least tluougl~ fourth- or fifth-time offenders. DWIs are as common in rural 

Office of Drug Policy and Prevention, Minnesota Department of' Public Safety, Creating a Safir Mintiesota Byrtie 
Advisoty Conintittee Report (December 1999). 
" Minnesota Department of Health, .supra note 74. 

A complete report on the liquor taw collected in Minnesota can be found at: Minnesota Department of Revenue, 
Report to the 2003 Minnesota Legislature: Taxation of Beverage Alcohol in Minnesota (2003), 
http:l/www.taxes.state.mn.us/taxes/s~ecia/acoholic/publications/alco~o rewort.pdf 
" According to the Minnesota Department of Public Safety's Office of Traffic Safety, the average over the five years 
from 2000-2004 was 33,639 per year. Telephone conversation with Alan Rodgers (Dec. 15,2005). 
" Presentation to the Task Force by Steve Simon, University of Minnesota Law School, Alcohol Policy and DWI 
Legislation in Minnesota (September 23,2005). 
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areas as they are in urban areas; most of the DWI fatalities occur in rural areas. There are 
approximately 225 alcohol-related93 fatalities per year in Minnesota, and 73% of those 
occur on rural roads.94 The Department of Public Safety estimated the 2002 economic 
in~pact of deaths, injuries, and property damage from DWIs in Minnesota to be 
$344,237,400.9' There are over 427,849 Minnesota residents with DWIs on their record - 
about one in every nine licensed drivers.96 In 2003, there were 32,266 DWI incidents and 
26,210 convictions - 6,000 convictions were second time violators; 2,737 were third time 
violators; and 2,562 were fourth time vio~ators?~ 

Not everyone who commits a DWI offense is chemically dependent; however, people 
who are chemically dependent commit the majority of DWI offenses. Sixty-five percent 
of alcohol-related fatalities involve first time offenders9' Research suggests that a person 
arrested a second time for DWI has a 70% probability of being chemically dependent.99 
In a recent study, based on initial court-ordered screening, 16.8% of offenders were 
diagnosed with alcohol abuse and 20.1% with alcohol dependence. At a 5-year follow- 
up interview, 19.9% and 60.1%, respectively, received a retrospective diagnosis of 
alcohol abuse or. dependence at the age at which they were initially screened.loO These 
"false negative" initial assessments occur because the assessment process is primarily 
based on self-reporting with some collateral input (i.e., input from a source other than the 
person being screened). Another factor contributing to false negative assessments is that 
an offender's blood alcohol concentration test and driving record are not available to 
independent assessors who are not part of the court system. Such assessors therefore do 
not have access to the offender's court records and police files. Recent DWI legislation, 
passed in the 2005 session, has begun to address this significant issue. 

The Task Force also spent considerable time discussing the unintended consequences of 
driver license suspension and reinstatement fees. The primary concern is the high cost 
($680) that a DWI offender must pay in order to have his or her license reinstated. The 
Task Force heard anecdotal testimony that this fee creates great difficulty for those who 
seek to follow the law, pay the penalty, and have their license reinstated. The fee also 
appears to have little impact, by itself, on the recidivism of offenders. This sanction also 
appears to particularly impact offenders from lower socioeconomic strata. (For example, 
having a driver's license, especially in a rural area, can determine whether or not a 
person is able to get and keep ajob.) The Task Force also heard anecdotal testimony that 

93 The term 'Lalcohol-related" is used because not all of those deaths where it is believed alcohol played a role were 
attributable to DW1 For example, sometimes it is a pedestrian who was drunk, and not the driver There are several 
such cases each year Also, if any driver, pedestrian, or bicyclist had alcohol in his or her system, the crash is 
defined as alcohol-related 
" Simon, sup~a  note 95 
" Minnesota Department of Public Safety, Minnesota Motor Vehicle Impaired Driving Facts 2003 (December 2004) 
96 Id . .~ 

id 
" Simon, szrpra note 95, 
99 1 Small, DM'[ i ~ ~ l e n ' e ~ ~ l i o n  Reaclzi~ig 11ze Problem Drinker, Alcohol Health and Research World, 7(1), at 21-23 
(1982). 
'OD Sandra C. Lapham et al , Acc~oacy o/Alcohol Diagr~o,sir anzolig DWi Offenders Referred for Screeni17g, Drug and 
Alcohol Dependence, 76(2), 135-41 (November 2004). 
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many local entities (e.g. courts, prosecutors) are creating a variety of idiosyncratic 
solutions in an attempt to circumvent this obstacle. The current license reinstatement fee 
appears to represent a significant, or even insuperable, obstacle for many of the working 
poor, who make up a significant percentage of DWI offenders. The Task Force is not 
suggesting that the amount of the fee be reduced; nor is it advocating a particular 
solution to this problem. Rather, it wishes to highlight the existence of the problem as 
one that is ripe for reconsideration and reassessment at a policy level in order to 
determine whether the current fee best balances the competing policy interests at 
s ta l~e . '~ '  

The challenge, then, is to identify effective interventions that prevent recidivism, accurately 
assess AOD dependency, and are cost-effective Two recent studies of repeat DWI 
offenders came to similar conclusions: (1) .Jail alone is not an effective deterrent (although 
repeat offenders recognized that their d&g was a problem at the time they decided to 
drive, they believed they could drink and drive safely); and (2) Drivers license suspension 
did not influence whether or not they drove.lo2 After examining common traditional 
sanctions tlvougl~out the country (licensing sanctions, vehicle sanctions, and mandatoly 
sentencing), the National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration (NHTSA) concluded: 

Due to the ever-increasing cost of incarceration, the alcoholic tendencies 
exhibited by most repeat DWI offenders, and the lugh recidivism rates for 
these offenders who have received traditional legal sanctions only, some 
courts have begun to use alternative sanctions.. ..[T]he studies done to date 
indicate these alternative sanctions appear to be promising in reducing the 
recidivism rates for repeat DWI offenders."' 

Therefore, the Task Force believes that problem-solving approaches, similar to those 
recommended in NHTSA's "10 Promising Practices" compendium, are necessary to 
significantly address this seemingly intractable problem. 

2. Recontntenrlntions: Tlre Tmk Force believes tltnt in order for any irtterve~ttiorts ivitlt 
DWI oflertders to be effective, they rrttist be collnborative artd 11old !Ire offettder 
nccorr~ttable ivitlt siviji nrrd certni~t irtterverttion, rrzirtirrtizirtg tlte risk toprrblic .safety to 
tlte greate,st degree possible. 

A. Like otlter AOD  offender:^, DWI offerzders rttrrst be processed as q~tickly as 
possible. 

B. Courts sltotild increare, focrrs, resorrrces, sertterrcirtg artd monitorirtg OII  2'Id tirrte 
oJferrders becntcse oft11e Iriglt probability of tlteir beirtg clrenticalIy &pertdent. 

'O' The Task Force understands that license reinstatement fees have become a revenue source to pay for, e g , traumatic 
brain injury caused by DWI-related automobile accidents, and intoxilizer tests 
'02  National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration, Strategies for Addressing the DWI Offender: 10 Promising 
Sentencing Practices, at 5-6 (March 2005), 
http:l/www nhtsa gov/people/injury/enforce/PromisingSentence/pages/index htm 
"' Id at 8 
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C. AN DWI offerrders slrorild be required to pay for tlzeir clrenrical rcse asse.s.snrerit 
ziriless tltey qzialgy for prtblic assistance. 

D. If nrz offender is riot foflo~virrg Iris or her senterrcirrg reqziirenrents, sartctioris rirrist 
be irlrposed srviftly. 

E. Prosecritiorr practices for D WI cases slzorild be niore uniforni arid cerztralized. 

F. All Pre Serztertce Investigatiorts slrorild irzclrrde a tlrororiglr records clreck arid 
rieterririne tlte offelder 's conrpliarice tvitlr previoris senterzces. 

G. DWI offenclers treed to be assessed ir~irirediately after arrest and, if rvarrarited, 
begirt trentrizerzt as qrcickly a,spo.ssible, brct rro more tlrarr 30 day.rposi-evalrcatiorr. 

H. AN ns,sessrnerrts slrorcld irtvolve coNnferal irforriratiorr sriclr a.s police reports, 
blood alcohol corrcentration, and, if available, inprct frotir farriily nzernber:~, 
eniployers, etc. As~sessrrients tlrat do riot irzclrtde this irrforriintiorr slzorild riot be 
considered valid. 

I. Trairzing slrortld be provided ,for all criririrtal jri.stice systenz stakelzolders on 
staggered senterrcirig, D WI serzte~tcirzg circles, and D WI drrig courts. (See parts 
IKB,  IK F nrrrl IK G regarding problenr-Solving approaclres, restorative jrtstice, 
aridfiirrdirrg ofproblerir-Solvirrg nppronche,~.) 

F. RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING RESTORATIVE JUSTICE AND OTHER 
INTERVENTIONS FOR AOD OFFENDERS 

1. Probleni: The Task Force recognizes the tendency for policymakers and the general 
public to look for a single solution to a problem, even one as complex as that of AOD 
offenders. In the 1970s and early 1980's, an unprecedented amount of resources went to 
provide treatment for people with alcohol and other drug problems. The late 1980s and 
1990s then saw unprecedented levels of prosecution and imprisonment of people wit11 AOD 
problems. As is often the case in public policy, the pendulum seemed to swing between 
extremes. One solution was primarily a public health response; the other implicated the 
criminal justice system. It now seems safe to say, based upon volumes of research, that 
neither of those solutions - when put into operation without consideration of other possible 
solutions - have adequately solved the problem. Some offenders simply must be 
imprisoned. Others are suitable for alternative interventions. 

Because public safety is a primary goal of the criminal justice system, a question the Task 
Force has asked throughout its work is: To what extent are current approaches to AOD 
offenders providing exemplary, or even acceptable, public safety protections? The Task 
Force is convinced that incarcerating AOD-addicted offenders fails to preseIve public safety 
if the addiction that landed offenders in jail or prison is not effectively addressed, 
Eventually, the addicted offender is released; often they commit another crime. Sometimes 
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they have become more adept criminals. The risk to public safety from recidivism is 
perhaps of greatest concern when it comes to the DWI offender, but it is true of all addicted 
offenders. 

The Task Force's work has yielded a recognition that AOD offenders as a group present the 
courts with a wide range of challenges and needs. No one approach, such as drug courts, is 
appropriate for every offender. Thus the Task Force explored a number of other innovative 
judicial interventions currently employed around the state. 

2 .  Recorttnzetirlntio~t: The Task Force envisions multiple interventions on a theoretical 
continuum (see Appendix H): 

w AOD treatment and recovery support services; 
AOD treatment and recovery support services with community support/supervision 
(restorative justice interventions - sentencing circles, panels, etc.); 

w AOD treatment and ancillary services with probationary services (monitoring); 
o Intensive-supervised probation with AOD treatment and ancillary services; 
* Drug court; 
w Jail with treatment and post-release services for a definite period of time; and 
o Prison with treatment and post-release services for a definite period of time. 

Although all of the aforementioned interventions are currently being utilized across the state 
in various ways, they are not being employed in a consistent, systematic or ,syrteniic way that 
intentionally takes into consideration collaborative, offender-based interventions within the 
context of the theoretical continuum. 

The Task Force explored three types of approaches in particular - restorative justice, 
intensive supervision programs and staggered sentencing - that are proving to be effective 
wit11 different groups of offenders. 

Restorative ~u,stice'" 

The Task Force is interested in how restorative practices might be used to work with AOD- 
addicted offenders either as stand alone projects or as an adjunct to current problem-solving 
efforts such as drug courts. 

See Appendix I; for a specific description of the philosophy and practice of Restorative .Justice. 

Strong similarities exist between the recovery process for AOD problems and restorative 
justice practices In both, there is a strong emphasis on recognizing hams  to others and 
taking responsibility; understanding the impact of one's bellavior on others; breaking 

'On Minnesota has long been a leader in restorative justice practices. While anecdotal evidence and smaller local 
evaluations show restorative justice practices to be effective and a promising practice, currently no extensive or 
systematic evaluation data are available. 
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through the defense of denial; and the need to make amends for harms caused.''' Many 
offenders who come into restorative programs are AOD offenders. The challenges for 
restorative programs are to provide training for working effectively with these individuals 
and supporting them in their recovery, and to insure that programs include the necessary 
entities, such as treatment providers, an AA sponsor, church member, etc. 

Drug court professionals, staff at the State Court Administrator's Office, and restorative 
justice professionals have created a statewide steering committee to explore integrating 
restorative philosophies into the drug court process. Restorative Justice philosophy can be 
easily woven into drug courts and other problem-solving approaches. That integration 
makes possible several things: 1) emphasis and attention on the victims of crimes committed 
by the drug court participant; 2) greater participation by the community; and 3) better ways 
for the participant to transition back into the community. Additionally, as this model 
evolves it could make possible significant resource savings as the community becomes a 
more active participant in the drug court process. The flow chart in Appendix I shows the 
common progression tluough drug court for a program participant, together with examples 
which indicate where restorative justice practices could be incorporated at each point in the 
process 

Intensive Supervision Programs and Staggered Sentencing 

Intensive supervision programs (ISP's), although they vaiy from county to county, have 
some elements in common: electronic home monitoring, intensive treatment services, 
ongoing attendance at mutual support groups (like Alcoholics Anonymous), immediate 
consequences for violating terms of the sentence, and intensive field supervision. To date in 
Minnesota, such programs have been created primarily for alcohol-related offenders.'06 

Staggered Sentencing is another proven, low-cost, judge-driven program devised by 
Minnesota District Judge James Delm (a rural judge who sits in several counties in the Tenth 
Judicial District) to reduce recidivism by repeat DWI offenders. This program has been used 
by judges in Minnesota for several years, has received critical review from many nationally 
recognized entities, and was codified in statute in Minnesota in 2003 (see Appendix 6). 

Based orr tlre above, tlre Task Force rrrakes ilre,follotvirrg specific recorrtnrerrdatiorts: 

I .  Especialy for appropriate lorrr risk AOD offenders, courts should consider 
Restorative Justice practices, combined rvith AOD treatment, as an alternative to 
traditional sentencing. 

2. Support training for Re.rtorative Ju,stice professionals on A OD issues and problem- 
solving courts, 

3. Provide irairrirrg orr Restorative J~~siice,for,jrrrlicialproblertr-solvirzg teanrs. 

' 0 5  Presentation to the Task Force by Kay Pranis, National Trainer/Facilitator for Peacemaking Circles and Restorative 
Justice Philosophy, The Philosophy of Restorative Justice and an Overview of Restorative Justice Programs in Minnesota 
(July 22,2005) 
'06 Examples of current ISP's in Minnesota for alcohol-related offenders are programs in Anoka and Dakota counties 
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4, For courts tlrat do trot lrave tlre resourcesto create a DWIcorirt, staggeredserrte~zcirzg 
or other irrten,sive supervision progrants should be considered a.s a11 effective way to 
deal wit11 D WI oJfeenrders. 

5. E~rcorirage operntiorral drug corirts to explore itorv they /night iircorporate Rcrtorative 
J~istice practices and/or staggered serztencing into their progranrs. 

G. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUNDING OF PROBLEM-SOLVING APPROACHES 
IN MINNESOTA'S COURTS 

The Task Force has recommended the creation of a comprehensive plan for broader 
availability of judicial problem-solving approaches in AOD cases. See Parts 1V.B and 1V.C. 
The development of a workable funding structure is essential to the success of any such 
effort. The following funding recommendations attempt lo: 

Take into account the resources required both to effectively address the spectrum of 
needs presented by different groups of AOD offenders and to protect public safety; and 
Identify the best ways to integrate the various existing and potential sources of funding; 
and 

* Encourage all affected entities, at both local and state levels, to consider whether latent 
or actual conflicts exist and, if so, the extent to which they impair optimal collective 
stewardship of public resources. 

1. troblenz: Judicial problem-solving approaches for AOD-addicted offenders must 
involve multidisciplinary approaches. Success hinges upon the ability of the different 
participant groups to effectively collaborate as a problem-solving team. The primary 
participant groups in a problem-solving approach include the judges and other court 
personnel such as problem-solving program coordinators; prosecutors; defense counsel; 
probation; treatment and social services; and law enforcement. A second circle of 
affected entities, although not often directly represented on a problem-solving team, is 
critically important to the long-term success of any problem-solving approach at the 
local level. It includes county board members, city council members, local business 
leaders, community leaders, and the general public. While a program can achieve sltort- 
term success without the support of these policymakers and community members, its 
chances of long-term institutionalization and sustainability are at risk without it. Those 
groups most affected by AOD offenses and offenders must be integrally involved in the 
planning and ongoing operations of any problem-solving approach if it is to achieve 
long-term success in the community. For many courts, this will also require a significant 
change in relationships with their local communities. 

The success of any problem-solving approach also hinges on each participant group 
having sufficient resources to implement the essential eleinents of the program: 

A. The offender is held accountable for his or her conduct and recovery with swift and 
certain interventions (including a continuum of sanctions while involved in the 
p~oblem-solving approach, and full criminal consequences for failing in the problem- 
solving approach). 
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B. High-risk offenders receive intensive supervision. This includes ongoing supervision 
by probation I corrections and by a concerned judicial officer who monitors the 
progress of each individual offender. 

C. Effective collaboration exists between the essential participants in the problem- 
solving approach - judge, prosecutor, defense counsel, probation and treatment. 

D. Treatment services, both chemical and mental health, are provided that adequately 
meet the individualized needs of the offender. 

E. Other ancillary services are provided (e.g., vocational education, parenting classes, 
and housing). 

F. Good, consistent assessment tools are used that identify the most appropriate 
strategies for each offender. 

G. A continuum of interventions is available and employed. 

If any participant group lacks sufficient resources to sustain its share of the burden, the 
effectiveness and success of the problem-solving approach will be compromised. 

Following are specific problem areas identified by the Task Force: 

A. Overlapping Frrridirrg. One of the current obstacles to broader development of 
judicial problem-solving approaches is overlapping funding. One result of the 
multidisciplinary nature of this approach is that different funding streams and 
systems support the different stalceholder groups This is not surprising given that 
problem-solving approaches are a relatively recent innovation, and most of the 
funding systems in place were not created with a view to supporting this type of 
multidisciplinary intervention. 

The existence of such overlap tends to result in a funding structure that is overly 
complex, fragmented, and inefficient; this situation is further compounded by poor 
coordination and communication between the different systems. 

B. Corttirrircd Frirzdirtg of Irreffective Z~rterverrtions. Traditionally, AOD-addicted 
offenders have either been given some form of treatment or have been incarcerated, 
which may include some form of prison-based treatment. Numerous studies support 
the conclusion that alcohol and other drug proble~ns can be effectively treated, Also, 
incarceration is appropriate and effective for a certain segment of this population. 
However, the emerging body of research indicates that these alternatives by 
themselves are largely ineffective in reducing recidivism and srtpporting addiction 
recovery among the majority of AOD offenders. 

Nevertheless, the vast majority of public funding currently being spent on AOD 
offenders in Minnesota is being channeled into one of those two interventions 
Significant public funding is being spent to incarcerate AOD-addicted offenders, at a 
cost of approximately $30,000 per person annually The cost of incarcerating drug 
offenders in prison, not counting local jail costs, was projected to be nearly $45 
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million in 2004 and over $463 million between 2004 and 2012.'~' Also, substantial 
public dollars are being spent on various forms of in-prfson treatment for such 
offenders. 

Between these two alternatives lies a spectnnn of problem-solving approaches. They 
promise to integrate treatment with accountability and ongoing supervision, avoid the 
expense of incarceration for AOD offenders, and reduce recidivism. Many other 
states have invested in these problem-solving approaches as an alternative to 
providing more treatment or to incarcerating addicted offenders. However, 
Minnesota presently spends limited state funds on problem-solving approaches. 

C Fr~ttditig n~id Cooperntio1i. Although collaboration is becoming more common in 
Minnesota, the framework of different funding streams and systems has yet to 
harmonize with the model of problem-solving approaches While there is 
encouraging precedent for agencies to work with other agencies or branches of 
government to coordinate use of resources (financial or otherwise), much more could 
be done, particularly between the judiciary and agencies in other branches. This 
challenge is not uni ue to Minnesota; its origins can be partially traced to restrictions 
on federal funding." Other origins for this problem are systemic - each branch of 
government and each agency has traditionally been funded and managed separately, 
and this is necessary and appropriate for most of their work. However, problems 
occur wl~en agencies are addressing overlapping issues and working with the same 
populations. 

Another obstacle to an effective funding system for judicial problem-solving 
approaches is a tendency to guard closely all allocated resources. Currently, every 
involved entity in a problem-solving team has its own budget, and generally receives 
its own allotment of federal, state and local dollars. Each entity has also invested its 
planning and Iesources in funding its own mission, without regard to the goals of 
other agencies. Unfortunately, agencies eventually become entrenched, and become 
indifferent as to whether they are cost-effective from a broader perspective 

D. Reso~rces for Clrenricnl Depelrdelrcj~ Assessl~icrtt, Trentntent arrd Alrcillnry 
Service.5. See Appendix E for a more detailed discussion and information on 
treatment funding in Minnesota. 

AOD offenders can have difficulty obtaining chemical use assessments for several 
reasons. In most cases, they inust travel to an off-site appointment, which requires 
initiative on their part. People with AOD addictions who are not in recovery 
sometimes have, as part of their disorder, difficulty recognizing and responding to 
the seriousness of their addiction. This "denial" makes delays and waiting periods 

'07 These figures are taken from the 2004 report to the Legislature by the Minnesota Sentencing Guidelines Commission 
concerning sentencing of drug offenders, hnp://www msgc state mn us/Data%20Reportslleg2004drug doc 
lo' It should be noted that several states - e g ,  Louisiana, Ohio, Missouri and North Carolina - have used Federal 
funding in creative ways to support innovative problem-solving approaches 
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especially problematic for those who require chemical dependency treatment. 
Prompt access to AOD treatment is imperative for AOD-addicted offenders involved 
in a problem-solving program. Thus the success of judicial problem-solving 
approaches hinges on prompt access to chemical use assessments and effective 
treatment The Task Force recommends rigorous evaluation and study of 
outcomes throughout the process of implementation and operation. 

The wide variation from county to county in the provision of treatment services 
raises a related concern. Specifically, the Task Force observes that counties cannot 
or will not engage in reciprocal agreements to honor assessments and rovide 
treatment for offenders who are arrested outside of their county ofresidence,EO The 
absence of such reciprocity can create a costly delay in receiving assessment and 
referral to treatment during the critical window of opportunity immediately following 
the offender's arrest and initial court appearance. 

Finally, as noted in Part II,.A under Major Principles and Themes, the Task Force also 
recognizes that significant disparities exist between metro and non-metro counties 
regarding both availability of and access to many of the resources necessary to 
effectively implement the types of problem-solving approaches being recommended 
in this report. 

E. Resistnr~ce to "Front-Londi~zg". "Front-loading" refers to the investment of 
significant criminal justice resources early in the offender's involvement with the 
system. Problem-solving approaches provide a greater initial investment of resources 
in order to achieve a substantial savings at a later time Such savings have now been 
reliably demonstrated in a number of other states In simplest terms, if a significant 
percentage of AOD offenders cycle repeatedly through the system with multiple 
treatment episodes, multiple court cases, and multiple incarcerations, an enormous 
amount of public resources are being spent on these offenders over time 

By contrast, problem-solving approaches, such as drug courts, have demonstrated 
that by investing in more intensive supervision, treatment and ancillary services from 
the beginning, it is ossible to interrupt that cycle and thereby save substantial public 
dollars over time This can also reduce AOD-related crime in general and thus 
result in fewer crime victims 

Current decision making about funding of criminal justice system efforts tends to 
discourage such early commitment of resources. 

'09 The same statements would appear to apply to any post-release "re-entry" programs that adopt a problem-solving 
y e  model (e g , re-entry drug courts) 
" The Task Force intends to make more definitive recommendations on these issues aRer the Ofiice of the Legislative 
Auditor (OLA) issues its report on Substance Abuse Treatment in Minnesota in early 2006 
'I' Compare, for example, the cost of one year of treatment to one year of prison For the cost of every person 
incarcerated for a year, the criminal justice system could provide substantial services for five to six people in the 
community and successfully intervene in the AOD addiction tliat is the underlying cause of the criminal behavior 
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2. Reco~?r~ire~tdatiort: TIte Task Force reconmtertds a ntrilti-phased approaclr to fr~nding 
ofproble~tt-solving approacltes in Mirtrresota (see belovv). 

All involved participant groups must have adequate resources to be able to insure the 
successful implementation of a problem-solving approach. If any participant group is 
inadequately staffed to be able to participate effectively, the success of the whole 
problem-solving court effort is compromised. 

The recommended problem-solving approaches for the Judicial Branch and its criminal 
and juvenile justice partners will initially require additional resources at the local and 
state level i f  they are to be success f~ l i~  developed and implemented. However, the 
systemic paradigm shift being proposed for dealing with AOD-addicted offenders1I2 may 
not require significant new funding in the long-term. Instead, there must be a 
willingness to invest new short-term resources, and reallocate and redistribute resources 
at both the local and state levels in order to realize a significant cost savings in the long 
term.'" The overarching philosophy behind this proposed shift is that we need to take a 

114 115 longer view, and spend smarter, not more. - 

In order to successfully implement judicial problem-solving approaches on a broader 
scale, decision-making entities will need to do so with an understanding of how their 
partner entities are also funding these efforts. To facilitate this process, regular 
discussions and ongoing collaboration will be needed among criminal justice partners at 
all levels of government about how best to use available funding and how various 
funding streams might work together when possible. The foIIowing specific 
recommendations derive from a recognition that the particular challenges posed by 

'I2 This is a shift that many other states have already made or at least begun See, e g ,  Robert V .  Wolf, California'r 
Collaborative .J~rstice Colrrls Beilding a Problenl-Solvi17g J1rdiciar7i, Judicial Council of California (2005) (a study 
reflecting "the commitment by courts in California and across the country to institutionalize problem-solving, or 
collaborative justice, courts" (from Foreword)), 
http://www courtinfo ca .gov /p rograms/co l lab /documents /Ca l i fo~  pdf: 
"I To facilitate this, the Task Force is recommending a comprehensive study of existing funding streams that impact 
roblem-solving approaches. See Pliase 1 below under "A Multi-Phased Approach". 

''I Numerous studies have shown the cost-effectiveness of problem-solving approaches. To cite two examples: (1) A 
2003 study of New York drug courts by the Center for Court Innovation dctermined that the reconviction rate for 2,135 
defendants who participated in six of tlie state's drug courts was, on average, 29 percent lower over three years than the 
rate for the same types of offenders who did not enter the drug court. Michael Rempel et. a1 , The New York State 
Adult Drug Court evaluation: Policies, Participants, and Impacts, Center for Court Innovation (2003). Also, based on 
this study, the New York State Court System estimates that $254 million in incarceration costs were saved by diverting 
18,000 non-violent drug offenders into drug courts. Id (2) A 2002 joint study by tlie Judicial Council of California & 
California Department of Alcohol & Drug Programs determined that California's investment of $14 million in drug 
courts created a total cost avoidance of $43.3 million over a two-year period NPC Research, Inc & Administrative 
Office of the Courts, Judicial Council of California, California Drug Courts: A Methodology for Determining Costs and 
Avoided Costs - Phase I: Building the Methodology: Final Report (Oct 2002) 
This included a total of 425,014.jail days avoided, with an averted cost of approximately $26 million. Id 
"' Additionally, many courts across the country have developed more effective relationships with their local 
communities and have developed creative strategies ( e g ,  creating non-profit 501(c)3 organizations) to support the 
financial stability of their problem-solving efforts 
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AOD-addicted offenders are most effectively addressed through integrated funding of the 
various systems that impact these individuals' lives. 

A Multi-Phased Approach 

The Task Force recommends a multi-phased approach to funding of problem-solving 
approaches in Minnesota. 

Phase I will involve: 

1. training for local and regional multidisciplinary teams on the problem-solving 
approach to AOD offenders; and 

2. a study of existing funding streams in order to recommend a more uniform and cost- 
effective funding structure for broader implementation of problem-solving 
approaches for AOD  offender^;"^ and 

3.  filling critical gaps in available treatment and other services for current problem- 
solving courts, including services necessary to allow those courts to expand into pilot 
multi-county collaborative efforts. 

This phase would involve a relatively modest funding request of approximately 
$750,000, allocated as follows: 

e Local and Regional Multidisciplinary Training $150,000 

e Study of Funding Streams $300,000 

e Treatment Services and Multi-County Pilot Court(s) $300,000 

The Task Force recommends that the judiciary seek 2006 legislative funding for this 
Phase I request. 

This Phase I plan will need to talte into account the resource and funding needs of the 
other participant entities, including but not limited to county attorneys, public defenders, 

"'A related aim of this study would be to identiiy (a) current funding obstacles to broader implementation of Problem- 
solving approaches; and (b) strategies to remove those obstacles An example of such an obstacle might be the 
problems and delays created when a drug court in one county attempts to get assessment and treatment for a drug court 
participant who resides in another county (the latter county being the entity responsible for providing the assessment and 
treatment), especially where no reciprocity agreement exists between the two counties to provide for such situations 

As noted previously, given tlie critical importance of getting AOD offenders into treatment as quickly as possible, one 
logical best practice would be to insure that any problem-solving court client, in any county, be presumptively eligible 
for an assessment by the county handling the case Further, any funding source -- host county, Health Maintenance 
Organization or other 3rd party payor--will honor the assessment within 48 hours provided that the assessment is done 
by a county registered and designated assessor and that the clinical recommendations meet the test for treatment 
eligibility 
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probation, law enforcement, human/social services, whose participation is essential to the 
success of any judicial problem-solving program. 

Development of multi-county collaborative problem-solving courts is critical in order to 
demonstrate a more cost-effective model for broader implementation of problem-solving 
approaches The Phase I funding would be used in part to develop the multi-county 
model by tying eligibility for the available funds to a commitment to implement a multi- 
county pilot, as well as engage in the training identified in (1) above A first step in 
implementing this recommendation would be to determine the extent to which treatment 
and other service gaps exist among current problem-solving courts 

Phase I1 would build on the efforts of Phase I in order to take the development of 
problem-solving approaches to the next stage. This would involve examination of the 
findings and recommendations of the Phase I funding study, and the consequent creation 
of a comprel~ensive plan for funding more broad-based development of problem-solving 
approaches. It would also involve gleaning what is learned from the multi-county 
pilot(s) in Phase I to refine the multi-county model Finally, the local and regional 
training of multidisciplinary teams in (1) above will help to lay the groundwork for 
f i h e r  expansion of problem-solving approaches. The ultimate goal of Phase I1 will be 
to present a comprehensive plan to the legislature in 2007 for funding and broad-based 
development of problem-solving approaches in Minnesota's courts, 

This comprehensive Phase I1 plan will need to take into account the resource and funding 
needs of the other participant entities involved in problem-solving approaches. 
Participation of those entities will be critical in developing the plan. Some specific 
options that might be considered for inclusion in the Phase I1 plan could be: 

1. An expanded analysis of gaps in treatment and other problem-solving program 
services around the state that would inhibit broader development of problem-solving 
approaches. 

2. Seek runding to fill the gaps identified by the analysis in (1). Also as in Phase I, tie 
eligibility for these funds to implementation of multi-county efforts in order to 
encourage development of the best and most cost-effective model(s). 

3. Use funding sources to provide incentives for other best practices, such as partnering 
with managed care entities to ensure adequate and consistent training of treatment 
providers and exploring potential requirements for AOD education for managed care 
personnel. 

4, Explore the possibility of funding post-release treatment services, intensive 
supervision and drug testing as a follow-up to in-prison treatment. 

5. Commission a state-level study to analyze the costs of renovating or building new 
jails as opposed to the potential reductions in need for jail space that could be 
realized through broader implementation of problem-solving approaches. The goal 
of such a study would be to make recommendations to counties that are currently 
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looking into building a new jail or adding on to an existing one concerning the 
possible cost benefits of pursuing problem-solving approaches as an alternative.'" 

6. Seek funding in the Judicial Branch budget to augment support at the State Court 
Administrator's Office for problem-solving approaches, including the development 
of a statewide management information system (MIS) and evaluation, both outcome 
and cost benefit. 

7. Provide additional local and regional multidisciplinary training, including, for 
example, advanced training in problem-solving approaches, and training on effective 
marketing of problem-solving approaches 

8. Create a comprehensive strategy for sustainability and funding of problem-solving 
approaches, including multi-year funding plans at the state and local court level."' 

9 Create a state level funding oversight and coordination committee. 

Phase 111 would involve implementation of the comprehensive plan developed in Phase 
11. 

Rationale For Funding Recommendations 

The Task Force is recommending a multi-year plan which transforms Minnesota's courts. 
A unique window of opportunity now exists to lay the foundation for that process. Task 
Force discussions indicate that there is broad support across all three branches of state 
government to take significant initiative in this area, and without delay. As one member 
put it, "the stars are aligned" to take decisive action which addresses this pervasive and 
growing problem in Minnesota. The requested Phase I funding will be used to lay the 
essential groundwork for subsequent broad-based development. By delaying another 
year, the current window of opportunity for a concerted and collaborative multi-branch 
effort may pass. 

There appeats to be bipartisan legislative support for judicial innovations in this area, 
and particularly for development of problem-solving approaches to address the problem 
of AOD offenders. The 2005 legislature appropriated $500,000 to the judiciary to 
develop or expand problem-solving courts such as drug courts and mental health courts. 
In October, district courts in the state were invited to apply for use of those funds; in 
response, the State Court Administratot's Office received fifteen requests totaling over 
$1.9 million. 

"' On March 7, 2005, Minnesota Public Radio reported that close to 36 Minnesota counties are planning to either 
renovate existing jails or build new ones Blue Earth was one such county that hired an independent consultant who 
advised the county to explore building an addition to its county jail and start a drug court rather than simply build a new 
jail 
"'Other states have been creative in planning for the funding of problem-solving approaches For example, L.ouisiana 
has created a formula that establishes an adequate per capita rate for treatment services for drug court participants that is 
utilized consistently for drug courts throughout the state Information provided to the Task Force in a telephone 
conversation with the Louisiana state drug court coordinator (October 18,2005) 
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Any broad change initially meets with some resistance among affected stakeholders; this 
effort will likely be no different. Thus, the Task Force advocates a broad, 
multidisciplinary training effort as a critical first step in this new direction. 
Implementation will also involve tension between the need to adhere to the evidence- 
based model and principles of effective problem-solving courts, and the need to 
creatively and flexibly adapt to the varying circumstances of local courts around the 
state. Nevertheless, the Task Force is convinced that implementation of these 
recommendations will increase public safety, significantly reduce costs to the criminal 
justice system as a whole, save taxpayer dallars, and improve life outcomes and lhereby 
reduce recidivism among AOD-addicted offenders. 
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PART V: CONCLUSION 

For the past eight months, the Task Force has intensively explored one of the most challenging 
issues facing the Minnesota criminal and juvenile justice system. Its work has yielded a recognition 
that alcohol and other drug (AOD) addicted offenders present Minnesota's courts with a significant 
and growing challenge, but also an extraordinary opportunity. Minnesota's courts are in a unique 
position to draw upon the existing resources in the state (including Minnesota's legacy as a national 
leader in the field of chemical dependency), together with the lessons leamed fiom development of 
problem-solving courts in other states, to take the lead in creating a more effective judicial response 
to that challenge To be effective, however, Minnesota's judicial response will require successful, 
ongoing collaboration and cooperation between the courts and all other participant groups at both the 
state and local level. 
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http://ww.ndci.org/pub1icationslet11icalconsiderations.pdf 

2. Critical Issues for Defense Attorneys in Drug Court htts://www.ndci.or~/CriticalIssues.pdf 
3 Defining Drug Courts: The Ten Key Componenls httu://www.nadcp.org/docs/dltevpdf.pdf 
4 Drug Courts: An Effective Strategy for Communities Facing Methamuhetarnine - 

11ttp://www.ncirs.or./odffilesl/bia/209549.pdf 
5. Drug Court, Chiefs of Police, and Sheriffs 

http://~.11dci.org/Drue%20Cou1~s%20Cl1eifs%20ofOh2OPo1i~e%2Oand%2OS11eriff~.pdf 
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6. Drue Courts, Treatment Promams Seek Trust, Understanding - - - 
1it1p://~\m~.i0intoeethe~.ore/sa/news~ features/reader/O. 1854.56663_4.00.11tnil 

7 An Honest Chance: Perspectives of Drug Courts 
http://w.ncirs.pov/ht&l/b~a/honestchance 

8. Recidivisn~ Rates for Drue Court Graduates: Nationallv Based Estimates - 
htrp://www.nci1s.o1e/~dffilesl/201229.~df 

9 Women and Addiction: Challenges for  Drug Court Practitioners 
http:~ww.courtinnovation.ore/pdf~women~ndaddiction.pdf 

10. Risks and Rewards: Drug Courts and Community Reintegration 
I~tl~://\m~\v.~~rtinnovalion.o~glpdf/druecourt reinteelation.pd1 

1 1 The Interrelationship between the Tlse of Alcol~ol and Other Drugs: Overview for Drug - 
C o u ~ t  Practitioners http://w.nci1s.ore/pdffilesl/bid178940.~df 

Problem-Solving Approaches Regarding Juvenile AOD Offenders 

1. Juvenile and Family Drug Courts: An Overview 
httu://w.nciis.o~e/htmi/b~difdcoview/dcpoiuv.odf 

2. Juvenile Drug Courts: Strategies f o ~  Success 
http://w.ncirs.org/pdffiles1/bia/l97866.pdf 

3. B~eaking the Cycle of Drug Use Among Juvenile Offenders 
http://w.ncirs.oig/pdffilesl/nii/l 79273.pdf 

Restorative Justice 

1. M.,S. Umbreit, Qualig~ Restorative .Jztstice Practice: Groutidit7g Iritewe17tions in Key 
Restorative Justice Values, ICCA Journal on Community Corrections, 8(1), at 52-53 (1997). 

2. G. Bazemore et a]., National Balanced arid Restorative Justice Training Curriculum (1998). 

3. M.S. Umb~eit  et a1 , Mtrlti-Cullttrnl lr7~plicatio~is ofRestoratiiw Jzrstice. Poletitial Pif i l ls  
and Dar7gers (1998) 

4 .  C. Fe~cello & M S .  Umbreit, Client Eiralzmtioti ofFan7ily Grozip Colferenci~ig iti 12 Sites it? 
1st Jtrdicial Di,strict ofMintinr?esota (1998). 

5. G Bazemore & M S Umbreit, Balanced at7d Restot ative Justice for .Izlvet7iles A 
Frar,zework for Jzn~etiile Jtr,stice it7 tlie 21'' Cerltniry (1 997). 

6. Denise Breton & Stephen Lelunan, The Mystic Hear? ofJzistice (2001). 

7 Kay Pranis el a1 , Peacet7mkitig Circles From Critne to Comr7zunily (2003) 
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Funding and Evaluation of Problem-Solving Approaches 

1. A Cost-Benefit Analysis of the St. Louis City Adult Felony Drug Court 
http://www.iarstl.org/pa~erslSLFDCcostbenefit.~df 

2. A Detailed Cost-Analysis in a Mature Drug Court Setting 
htto://www.i1cirs.org/pdffilesl/~~ii/grants/203558.~df 

3. Do Drug Courts Save Jail and Prison Beds? 
http://www.vera.o~g/~ublication pdf/drugcourts.~df 

4. The New York State ~ d u l t  Drug Court Evaluation 
httr,://www.courts.state.nv.us/whatsnew/pdf;/NYSAdultDruaCourfEvaluation.pdf 

5. Adult Drug Courts: Evidence Indicates Recidivism Reductions and Mixed Results for Other 
Outcomes 
litt~://www.gao.gov/new.i~en1s/d05219.pdf 

6. Drug Courts: Better DOJ Data Collection and Evaluation Efforts Needed to Mcasure Impact 
of Drug Court Programs I1tt~://www.~ao.gov/new.items/d05219.~df 
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PART VIII: APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A 

Order Establislting tlte Minnesota Suprenze Court Clzenzical Dependency Task 
Force 

Anterzded Order 

STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

ORDER ESTABLISHING THE MINNESOTA SUPREME COURT CHEMICAL 
DEPENDENCY TASK FORCE 

WHEREAS, persons who suffer from alcohol and other drug (AOD) addiction and 

dependency represent a pervasive and growing challenge for Minnesota's judicial branch, and in 

particular its criminal justice system; 

WHEREAS, the problem and impact of AOD dependency is not confined to any one case 

type or group of case types, but pervades all case types in the judicial branch; 

WHEREAS, in recent years alternative and demonstrably more effective judicial 

approaches for dealing with AOD-dependent persons, and particularly criminal offenders, have 

evolved both in Minnesota and other states; 

WHEREAS, increasing resources exist at both the state and national level to support the 

development of such alternative approaches; 

WHEREAS, Minnesota courts would benefit from a more deliberate and coordinated 

effort to investigate the cunent extent of the problem of AOD-dependent persons who come in to 

the courts, and to assess available strategies and approaches for addressing that problem; 
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WHEREAS, on November 30, 2004, the Conference of Chief Judges unanimously voted 

to recommend that this Court establish a task force charged with exploring the problem of 

chemical dependency and identieing potential approaches and resources for addressing that 

problem. 

NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Minnesota Supreme Court 

Chemical Dependency Task Force is established 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Task Force shall: 

4. Conduct background research on specific issues concerning AOD-dependent persons, 

and particularly AOD-related offenders, including: 

e. The cunent extent of the p~.oblem of AOD-dependent persons, and particularly 
AOD offenders, in the Minnesota judicial branch; 

f. The cost(s) of the probleln and benefit(s) of proposed solutions; 
g. Identification and assessment of current judicial strategies to address the problem 

of AOD-dependent persons, and particularly AOD offenders, both in Minnesota 
and other states; 

h. Determination of the current and potential effectiveness of drug courts and other 
alternative approaches in Minnesota. 

5. Conduct an inventory of current multi-agency, state-level AOD efforts in Minnesota as 

well as in other states, including: 

e. Identification of promising practices; 
d. Identification of gaps and redundancies 

6. Identify and recommend approaches, solutions, and opportunities for collaboration 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Task Force shall submit two (2) reports to the 

Suprelne Court, which will include the results of its research and its recommendations for optimal 

development of alternative judicial approaches For dealing with AOD-dependent persons who 

come in to the Minnesota judicial branch. An initial report focusing specifically on AOD-related 

criminal and juvenile offenders shall be submitted by January 1,2006; and a Final Report focusing 

on the overall impact of AOD dependency across all case types sllall be submitted by September 

30,2006. 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Honorable Joanne Smith is appointed Task Force 

Chair; and the Honorable Gary Schurrer is appointed Task Force Vice Chair. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the following persons are appointed as members of the 

Task Force: 

Honorable Joanne Smith, Ramsey County, Chair 
Honorable Gary Schuner, Washington County, Vice-Chair 
Jim Backstrom, Dakota County Attorney 
Lynda Boudreau, Deputy Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Hulnan Services 
Chris Bray, Assistant Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Corrections 
Mary Ellison, Deputy Commissioner, Minnesota Department of Public Safety 
Jim Frank, Sheriff, Washington County 
John Harrington, Chief, St. Paul Police 
Pat Hass, Director, Pine County Health and Human Services 
Brian Jones, Assistant District Administrator, First Judicial District 
Fred LaFleu~, Director, Hennepin County Community Corrections 
Honorable Gary Larson, Hennepin County 
Bob Olander, Human Services Area Manager, Hennepin County 
Shane Price, Director, African American Men's Project 
Honorable Robert Rancourt, Chisago County 
Senator Jane Ranum, Minnesota Senate 
Commissioner Terry Sluss, Crow Wing County 
Representative Steve Smith, Minnesota House of Representatives 
John Stuart, State Public Defender 
Katlty Swanson, Director, Office of Traffic Safety, Minnesota Dept. of Public Safety 
Honorable Paul Widick, Steams County 

Associate Justice Helen Meyer (Supreme Court Liaison) 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Task Force vacancies shall be filled by Order of this 

Court. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that staff for the Task Force shall be provided by the Court 

Services Division of the State Court Administrator's Office 

DATE: March 16, 2005 BY THE COURT: 

1st 
Kathleen A. Blatz 
Chief Justice 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

IN SUPREME COURT 

ADM-05-8002 

AMENDED ORDER ESTABLISHING THE MINNESOTA SUPREME COURT 
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TASK FORCE 

On March 16, 2005 this Court issued an Order establishing the Minnesota Supreme 

Court Chemical Dependency Task Force to: 

1. Conduct background research on specific issues concerning Alcohol and Other 

Drug (AOD)-dependent persons, and particularly AOD-related offenders, 

including: 

i. The current extent of the problem of AOD-dependent persons, and 
particularly AOD offenders, in the Minnesota judicial branch; 

j. The cost(s) of the problem and benefit(s) of proposed solutions; 
k. Identification and assessment of current judicial strategies to address the 

problem of AOD-dependent persons, and particularly AOD offenders, both 
in Minnesota and other states; 

1. Determination of the current and potential effectiveness of drug courts and 
other alternative approaches in Minnesota. 

2. Conduct an inventory of current multi-agency, state-level AOD efforts in 

Minnesota as well as in other states, including: 

e. Identification of promising practices; 
f Identification of gaps and redundancies. 

3. Identify and recommend approaches, solutions, and opportunities for 

collaboration. 
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NOW, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 

1. The membership of the Chemical Dependency Task Force is amended to include 

Wes Kooistra, Assistant Commissioner for Chemical and Mental Health 

Services, Minnesota Department of Human Services. 

2. The membership of the Chemical Dependency Task Force is amended to 

provide that Lynda Boudreau continue on the Task Force in her new capacity as 

Deputy Commissioner of the Minnesota Department of Ilealth. 

3. The membership of the Chemical Dependency Task Force is amended to 

remove Fred L.aFleur, Director of I-Iennepin County Community Corrections, 

pursuant to his request to withdraw from the Taslc Force. 

4. The Task Force reporting schedule and reporting structure are amended to 

provide that the Task Force shall submit two (2) reports to both the Supreme 

Court and the Judicial Council, which will include the results of its research and 

its recommendations for optimal development of alternative.judicia1 approaches 

for dealing with AOD-dependent persons who come in to the Minnesota 

judicial branch. An initial report focusing specifically on AOD-related criminal 

and juvenile offenders shall be submitted by February 3, 2006; and a Final 

Report focusing on the overall impact of AOD dependency across all case types 

shall be submitted by September 30,2006. 

DATED: December 13,2005 BY THE COURT: 

IS/ 
Kathleen A. Blatz 

Chief Justice 
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APPENDIX B 

The Latest Brain Research or2 Addiction 

In the past twenty years, research concerning the impact of alcohol and other drugs on the brain 
has grown tremendously. Scientists can now track changes in the brain thanks to Positron 
Emission Tomography (PET) scans. Since 1987, PET scans have opened up a new world to 
scientists examining the neurochemical dynamics of drug addiction. Following is a list of the 
most significant breakthroughs over the past two decades: 

1987: Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) becomes "the first research institution to use 
positron emission tomography (PET) and other medical technologies to investigate the 

,r 119 brain mechanisms underlying drug addiction 

1990: The first link between dopamine (a neurotransmitter linked to motivation, pleasure and 
elation) and drug addiction is discovered. "' The first experiments were related to cocaine; 
additional research has shown dopanline to be a key chemical in all drug addictions, 
including alcohol and nicoti~ie.'~' For the addicted person; the drugs are tlie agents of good 
feelings and pleasure; without them, people experience anhedonia, or the inability lo feel 
pleasure. 

199.3: Using PET, scientists are able to sliow how addicts' brains change during c~aving (an 
intense colnpulsiol? for the drug of choice). By showing videos of drug buys or an 
individual using drugs to a pelson who is addicted to cocaine, and tracking changes in the 
brain via PET teclu~ology, scientists located cer~tral areas of the brain that activate during 
cravings (tlie same areas that activate in anticipation of sex or food). 

1996: Resea~.chers at Johns Hopltins and NIDA discover the first direct evidence that the brain's 
own natural opiate system is deeply involved in cocaine addiction and craving.I2* 

1998: NIDA Director Alan Leshner's landmarlt article: Addiction is a Brain 

"9 Brookhaven National Laboratory, Addiction Research at Brookhaven, at 
http:/Iwww.bnl gov/bnlweb/addiction.html. BNL scientists made the first images of cocaine in the brain and the first 
studies linking cocaine's effects on brain function to the compulsive use of the drug. These efforts led to the first 
documentation of stroke-like changes in the brains of cocaine abusers and the beginning of a series of studies to map 
the biochemical and anatomical changes responsible for drug-addictive behaviors. 
"O Nora D Volkow et al., Zflectr ofChronic Cocaine Ab~rre on Postr)~~laplic Dopanti~ie  receptor,^, American Journal 
of Psychiatry, 147, at 719-724 (1990). 
'" Eve Bender, Neiv NIDA Director Ufirovels A'ez~.ocl7e1?1i.rtfy ojhddiction, Psychiatric News, vol 38, no 8, at 31 
(2003), http://pn.psychiatryonline.org/cgilcontent~ful1/38/8/3 1 
" I  J. K. Zubieta et al., increased Mrr Opioid Recepfor Binditig Detected by PET in Cocait~e-Dependent Men ir 
Associated ivirh Cocai~le Craving, Nature Medicine, 2(1 I), at 1225 (1996). 
12' Leshner, supra note 4 
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2002: Buprenorphine becomes the first p~escription medication to be prescribed by general 
practitioners for people addicted to heroin or painltillers This breakthrough prescription 
marks a significant step in allowing addiction to be viewed--and treated--like any other 
chronic, relapsing disease.'24 

2004: Due to new brain research, Naltrexone (on the market for several years) and acamprosate 
(newly approved by FDA but used effectively in Europe for the previous fifteen years) are 
supported as new pharmacotherapies in the treatment of alcoholism. 

2004: Results of a new study indicate that people who have recently stopped abusing 
methamphetamine may have brain abnormalities similar to those seen in people with mood 
disorders. The findings suggest practitioners could improve treatment success rates for 
methamphetamine users by also providing therapy for depression and anxiety for 
appropriate individuals.lZ5 

'24 Bob Curley, FDA Approves Tiso For1ri.8 ofBirprenorphir7e for Opiale Treat~nerlt, .loin Together Online (October 9 ,  
2002), http:Ilwww jointogether org/sa/news/featui~eslreaderlO, 1854,554695,OO html 
'I5 Edythe D London et a1 , h4ood Dirtirrbance,s arid Regional Cerebral Metabolic Abr7orr1ialitier it7 Recerilly 
Abrririer71 Melharrrphela~ribie Abirsers, Arcl~ives o f  General Psychiatry, 61,  at 73-84 (2004) 
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APPENDIX C 

The Ten Key Components ofDrug ~ o u r t s " ~  

Key Component #I: Drug courts integrate alcohol and other drug treatment services with justice 
system case processing. 

Key Component #2: IJsing a non-adversarial appioach, prosecution and defense counsel promote 
public safety while protecting participants' due process rights. 

Key Component #3: Eligible participants are identified early and promptly placed in the drug 
court program. 

Key Component #4: Drug courts provide access to a continuum of alcohol and other drug and 
related treatment and rehabilitation services. 

Key Component #5: Abstinence is monitored by frequent alcohol and other drug testing. 

Key Component #6: A coordinated strategy governs drug court responses to participants' 
compliance. 

Key Component #7: Ongoing judicial interaction with each drug court participant is essential 

Key Component #8: Monitoring and evaluation measure the achievement of program goals and 
gauge effectiveness. 

Key Component #9: Continuing interdisciplinary education p~.omotes effective drug court 
planning, implementation, and operations. 

Key Component #lo: Forging partnerships among drug courts, public agencies, and community- 
based organizations generates local support and enhances drug court effectiveness 

12' Drug Court Standards Committee, National Association of Drug Court Professionals, Dejir~irtg Dl ug Corrr Ir  The 
Tor Key Co11rponenfr (January 1997), http:llwww state tn uslfinancelrdsltncomp doc 
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APPENDIX D 

Following are the Massachusetts Standards on Substance Abuse. The Supreme Judicial Court of 
Massachusetts adopted the Standards on April 28, 1998. The policy statement at the beginning of 
the document explains the genesis and purpose of the Standards. They are included here as an 
example of one state's effort to develop branchwide guidelines for responding to the problem of 
AOD-addicted offenders who come into the cou~ts. An expanded version with commentary can 
be found at http://www.mass.~ov/courts/fo~~nsandridelines/substancel .htm1.127 

Massachirsetts Standards on Substance Abuse 

In March, 1995, the Massachusetts Supreme Court adopted the following systemwide policy to 
enhance the judiciary's response to the impact of substance abuse on the courts of that state: 

Every judge in ihe Con~monivealth shozrld aitenlpt to ideni~fi and appropriately 
respond to the i~idication ofsubstar7ce abuse by any party appearing before him 
or her in a court of the Comn~onu~ealfh, where subrtance abuse is a factor in 
behavior related to the case. Ai every siage of the ndjz(dicata~y process, courts 
shozrld provide access to szrbsia17ce abzrse information and to referrals for 
screening, assesrn7er7f and treatnleni for sub.rtar7ce abzise 

Standards were developed to provide guidance for implementation of this policy. (Extensive 
commentary was included with the standards That information is not included here) These 
statewide standards were approved in April, 1998 

1 Jrrrige ns Lender ill Corrrt's Rerporlse to Srtbstnrlce Abrrse Every judge should become 
well informed about the problem of substance abuse and the process of recovery, and should 
serve as a leader in the court's efforts to address substance abuse. Judges should be aware of 
substance abuse, alert to its occurrence, and prepared to use their authority to take action 
when it is present 

2 Corrrtltorrse ns Irrfornrntion nrrd Referrnl Cerller Since substance abuse is a factor in a 
large percentage of criminal and family cases, the courthouse should serve as a substance 
abuse information and referral lesource center. Substance abuse information and referral 
services should be available to every party at every stage of every case 

3. Access lo Corrtirrrrirrg Edrrcntiorr The courts should provide all court personnel with access 
to continuing education about substance abuse and should encourage court personnel to avail 
themselves of educational opportunities inside and outside the court system. 

4. Probntiorr Depnrtrrterrt Re.spon,sibilifie.s The probation department in every court should be 
responsible for identifying substance abuse, conducting substance abuse screening, 

"'Tile Ramsey County Bench adopted a modified version of these same standards in 2000 
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performing or arranging and overseeing substance abuse assessments, ensuring that judges 
are informed about substance abuse assessment results, arranging for appropriate treatment 
placements, and monitoring compliance with treatment orders. The probation department 
should be available to perform these functions at any stage of a case. 

Ordcrirtg Treatrr~ertt Judges should be familiar with the options available at each stage of 
every case to provide access and make referrals to treatment for substance abuse, as defined 
in the Introduction, and to order treatment for substance abuse Every court in every Trial 
Court department should make use of existing options for providing access and making 
referrals to treatment, if appropriate, and ordering treatment in appropriate circumstances. A 
list of options is provided in the Commentary. 

Irtdicntions ofSttbstartce Abltse. All judges and court personnel should look for indications 
of substance abuse that may be a factor related to a case before the court. 

Screcnirtg. If there is an indication that substance abuse is a factor in a case, at the earliest 
stage and at any stage, the court is encouraged to use tools for prompt screening Screening 
is a mechanism for rapid initial determination whether it is appropriate for a person to 
undergo a substance abuse assessment (as provided in Standard 8) or to participate in a 
treatment program. In performing screening, courts should observe applicable constitutional 
and statutory safeguards, including the right to counsel and the privilege against self- 
incrimination 

Asse,s,snterlts. When the court has determined as a result of a screening that substance abuse 
is a factor in the case and has issues or is considering a court order of substance abuse 
treatment, a substance abuse assessment should be conducted under the direction of the 
probation department, in order to determine which form of treatment will be most 
appropriate. 

Treatr~tertt Mntchirlg Court-ordered treatment should match the party's treatment needs, 
and should be selected on the basis of expert information about what type of treatment will 
work best for the party, with fill1 consideration of public safety. 

Recorrtr~tertrlntiorrs to Corrcctiortnl A~ttltoritics Criminal courts should indicate to 
correctional authorities on the rlliltin7zrs [i.e., commitment order] when a defendant has a 
substance abuse problem, to assist in classifying the inmate and addressing treatment needs. 
.Judges are encouraged to recommend a pa~ticula~. treatment program or a particular 
institution on the n~i t t in~u,~ .  Courts should also provide correctional authorities with the 
results of court-ordered assessments and any other relevant information ihat will assist in the 
classification of the inmate. 

Martrintory Ab,slirrertce Every court order which sets substance abuse conditions should 
prohibit all use of alcohol and illicit drugs for the duration of the order. 

Mortitorirtg Contplinrtce Every court should intensively monitor compliance with court- 
imposed treatment conditions. Tools available should include drug testing, verification of 
attendance at counseling sessions and self help recovery meetings, and communication with 
treatment providers. Tools ibr monitoring compliance, such as drug testing and 
breathalyzers, should be available in every courthouse and drug testing results should be 
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made available as quickly as possible. The court should inform every person who is subject 
to court ordered treatment conditions that non-compliance with the conditions will have 
consequences and the court should directly and expeditiously address any non-compliance. 

13.  Relapse Every court should implement strategies to prevent relapse of a substance abuser 
who is in recovery and be prepared to address relapse. The strategies should include a plan 
for imposing graduated sanctions or consequences. The court should inform every party that 
relapse will have consequences. 

14. Stnrrrlnrd,~ for Trentnrent Providers. Courts should order substance abuse treatment through 
providers licensed by the Department of Public Health (DPH) to treat substance abuse, 
licensed by the Department of Mental Health ( D M )  to treat mental illness, jointly licensed 
by DPH and DMH to treat both substance abuse and mental illness, or approved by the 
Probation Department or the Office of Community Corrections as qualified to provide 
substance abuse treatment. Subject to established rules of confidentiality, the Probation 
Department should require providers to communicate regularly and candidly with the court 
regarding a party's compliance with court-ordered behavior and treatment. 

15. Trentr~rent Directory To assist in the identification of treatment resources, the 
Commissioner of Probation, in consultation with the Department of Public Health, should 
maintain an updated directory of treatment providers. The directory should include each 
treatment provider's phone number, address, contact person and title, eligibility 
requirements, accepted payment methods, hours of operation, process of referral, treatment 
method, and procedures with respect to relapse The directory should include services for a 
diverse population 

16. Convrzrrnity Resorrrces Every court should identify the specific resources available in the 
community for the treatment of substance abuse, and establish and maintain relationships 
with local treatment providers. If services for a diverse population are not available in the 
community, the court should determine where such services are available and develop and 
maintain relationships with the providers of those services. 

17. Comnrunicntiort nrrd Collnborntiorr rvitlrirr Corrrt nrrd With Contnrrrnity. All court staff, 
treatment providers, prosecutors, police, defense counsel, correctional authorities, and the 
media should communicate clearly with one another on substance abuse issues. The first, 
regional administrative, or chief justice, as applicable, of each court should promote 
communication and collaboration on substance abuse issues within the court, as well as 
between the court and the community. 

18. llse of Corrrtlrorrse for Recoilery nrrd Edrrcntion Sessiorrr The justices who have 
administrative responsibility for courthouses are encouraged to seelc permission from the 
Chief Justice for Administration and Management of the Trial Court to authorize access to 
court buildings for court-referred recovery meetings, counseling sessions, and substance 
abuse education group meetings, in order to ensure that security and other issues are 
addressed. All courts are encouraged to refer defendants to such meetings and sessions in 
the court building 

19. Srrbstnrrce Abrrse rvitlrirr Corirts The court system should respond to substance abuse 
among judges, clerlcs, court personnel, and lawyers The response should include the 
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creation of opportunities to ~eceive referrals for treatment and the recognition by disciplinary 
authorities that required participation in treatment can be an appropriate condition of 
discipline. 

20. Slrb,stance Abirse among Attowzeys. Any judge or clerk-magistrate who believes that 
substance abuse is a factor in the professional performance of an attorney appearing before 
him or her should refer the attorney to a lawyer's assistance program, or, if the performance 
amounts to professional misconduct, report the misconduct to the Board of Bar Overseers. If 
the issue of professional perfo~mance arises in connection with an imminent proceeding in 
an active matter, the judge or clerk should make inquiries and, if necessary, postpone the 
proceeding. 
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APPENDIX E 

Chemical Dependency Services in Minnesota 

SUMMARY 

This summary briefly describes the data which make up the rest o i  Appendix E. A more complete 
understanding of chemical dependency (CD) treatment in Minnesota can be obtained by reading this 
entire appendix. 

Since 1988, Minnesotans who need CD treatment and whose incomes meet certain guidelines 
have received treatment via the Consolidated Chemical Dependency Treatment fund, or CCDTF. 
Of the system's three tiers, only Tier I, the entitlement portion, is currently funded Tier I pays 
for CD treatment for Minnesotans who earn at or below the federal poverty guidelines level. 

o Despite changes that have effectively reduced CCDTF eligibility, public expenditures for CD 
treatment continue to grow, as do the number of placements into treatment. Counties are 
required to pay a percentage of the non-county government payments for CD treatment, based on 
historical county spending practices. The equity and effectiveness of this payment fonnula is 
currently under review. 

o Alcohol is the primary substance of abuse for Minnesotans in treatment. The specific use patterns 
of sub-populations of Minnesota differ from one another. A higher percentage of men than 
women in treatment name alcohol as primary, and a woman in CD treatment is more likely than a 
man to name methamphetamine or crack cocaine as their primary substance of abuse. 

o Nearly half of the Hispanic clients name alcohol as primary, just as white clients do, as compared 
to 31% of African-American clients Twenty pe~cent of Asian and white Minnesotans reported 
methamphetamine to be primary, as opposed to less than 1% of African-American clients. 

o Just as gender and raciallethnic groups have different use patterns, so do different regions of 
Minnesota. For example, CD treatment clients from northwestern Minnesota are the least likely 
of any regional subgroup to have methamphetamine ranked first, and they are most likely to have 
alcohol ranked first. 

e Nearly all CD treatment is regulated by the Minnesota Administrative Rule commonly called 
Rule 31 (Minnesota Rules 9530.6405 - ,6505). In effect for approximately one year, this rule 
emphasizes comprehensive assessment and individualized service planning and treatment. 

a Access to treatment by the very poor is addressed in what are commonly called Rules 24 (Minn. 
Rules 9530.6800 - 7031) and 25 (Minn Rules 9530.6600 - .6660). The subject of Rule 24 is the 
payment structure, while Rule 25 regulates the assessment component. Public payments for 
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treatment are authorized by a Rule 25 assessor after they have determined that a person qualifies 
under symptomatic and financial eligibility standards. On Janusuy 1,2007, a new version of 
Rule 25 that complements the changes to the treatment rule will take effect. 

FULL TEXT 

The Task Force heard testimony describing the current fiscal and service delivery systems for 
Chemical Dependency sewices in Minnesota. The primary body overseeing the functioning of 
these systems is the Chemical Health Division of the Minnesota Department of Human Services. 

Minnesota's Consolidated Chemical Dependency Treatment ~ u n d ' ~ '  

The Consolidated Chemical Dependency Treatment Fund (CCDTF) was created in 1988. It 
combined previously independent state and federal funding sources and county match dollars into a 
single fund with a common set of eligibility criteria The CCDTF once had three tiers of eligibility. 
Now, only Tier I, the payment system for entitlement services, is funded Below is a brief history of 
changes to the CCDTF: 

TIER 111 

Tier 111 is a "non-entitlement" eligibility category of the CCDTF. Tier I11 originally covered people 
eaming 61%-115% of the state median income, with required co-pays on a sliding fee scale. Tier 111 
has received no funding since 1991 Statutory changes in 2002 increased the eligibility range to 
include people earning between 215% and 412% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines (FPG), but 
absent funding, this eligibility change had no practical effect on service access. 

TIER I1 

Like Tier 111, Tier I1 is also a "non-entitlement" eligibility category of the CCDTF. Originally Tier I1 
covered Minnesotans earning more than the entitlement level to those earning 60% of statewide 
median income. From 1993 to 1997 Tier I1 eligibility was limited to minors, pregnant women, and 
adults with minor dependents. In 2000, Tier I1 was expanded and made available to all other 
income-eligible people. In 2004, Tier I1 changed so that it included those who were eaming between 
the "Entitlement Cap" of 100% FPG and 215% FPG. But, beginning in 2004 Tier I1 received no 
funding, so services have not been available to this eligibility category. 

TIER I 

Tier I represents the "entitlement" eligibility category for CCDTF. Tier I was originally funded 
with an entitlement level of 11 5% of state median income. In 2002 entitlement level was redefined 
as 100% federal poverty guidelines, as determined by household size and income guidelines, 
effectively reducing the eaming levels eligible for CCDTF payments for treatment. 

' I 8  All of the following information came fiom the Department of Human Services Cliemical Health Division and the 
DHS Performance, Measurement and Quality Improvement Division Special thanks to Don Eubanks, Lee Gartner, Jeff 
Hunsberger, Diane Hulzebos, and Carl Haerle 
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Immediately below are some recent figures showing how the CCDTF has been funded (the 
difference between the total and the aggregate of State, Federal, and Local funding reflects funds 
from insurance, medical assistance and Minnesota Care collections): 

Despite eligibility reductions in Tier I and funding reductions for Tier I1 and Tier 111, the amount of 
money being spent on treatment in Minnesota has increased each year over the past decade, as have 
the total number. of treatment adn~issions. Individuals who are unemployed or are earning at or 
below federal poverty guidelines qualify for any needed AOD treatment under the CCDTF. 
Because of their unemployed status, recently released offenders will qualify for CCDTF funding in 
most cases. However, an offender who is above the federal poverty guidelines does not qualify for 
public treatment dollars. It is not clear how many people fit this category. It is also possible that 
some po~tion of this group has private insurance. 

1995 
2000 
2003 
2004 

Getting an Assessment for AOD Problems 

The current regulatory framework p~ovides that people may receive a CD assessment provided by 
assessors in the county social services system It also provides that individuals who qualify 
financially for the CCDTF and who have an assessed need for AOD services will be given AOD 
treatment services at no cost, unless they have private insurance that completely pays for those 
services. 

$1 1,879,932 
$1 1,263,707 
$16,627,562 
$16,807,636 

The Task Force acltnowledges that treatment for chemical dependency in Minnesota is as successful 
as treatment for other chronic illnesses (e.g., asthma, diabetes, hypertension) where behavior change 
is a critical component; and it is improving. As noted in the main text of the report, however, a 
critical element of a successful problem-solving approach such as drug court is the ability of the 
court to order a timely CD assessment and engage an offender in treatment quiclcly. Thus, the Task 
Force has concerns about delays that can occur in getting offenders assessed and into treatment, 
especially in situations where the offender's county of residence is other than the county in which he 
or she is appearing in court. 

What we lcnow about Minnesotans in treatment 

$34,342,061 
$36,3 15,555 
$45,616,152 
$56,141,515 

Following ale some specilic data lion1 DHS Chemical Health Division that bleak dow~i tleatment 
episodes by gender. racelethnicity and region Sol the yea~s 2003-04 
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available 
$10,265,167 
$9,000,000 
$10,880,000 
$9,000,000 

$59,3 10,970 
$59,636,735 
$81,255,534 
$83,350,114 

19,141 
18,705 
24,176 
25,075 



Percentage Ilistribution of Primary Substance of Abuse 
by Gender for Public Clients CY 2003-2004 

- 
Percenti~ge Distribution of Primary Substance of Abuse 

7 

by RacelEthnicity for Public Clients CY 2003-2004 
-- T - - - - - - 1  

Total 

Primar'YSubstancc I Wliite I Black I Hispanic I Asian I Biracial I Other I Total 

Source: M N  Dcpt ol'Huiiinn Services I'MQI. DAANIZS 

100.0 

Distribution of Primary Substance of Abuse 
by I'ublie Clients in Rlinnesota Chemical Health Regions 1 CY 2003-2004 

Methamphetamine 

Alcohol 

Cocaine 

Crack 

Marijuana 

Heroin 

Other 

Total 

I I-lcroin I 0.7 1 1 .O 0.5 1 0.6 I 0.4 1 2.7 j 
Source: MN Dcpt oiHuman Scrviccs, PMQI, DAANES 

100.0 
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100.0 

rlrrcc: MN Uept of ' l l~~oinn Scrviccs. I'M01 DAANES 

20.3 

47.9 

2.7 

5.1 

18.4 

2.2 

3.5 

100.0 

0.7 

30.9 

3.7 

36.5 

21.3 

6.1 

0.8 

100.0 

8.4 

49.2 

5.4 

8.3 

24.6 

2.2 

2.1 

100.0 

20.7 

31.7 

5.3 

9.3 

24.7 

0.9 

7.5 

100.0 

11.7 

35.2 

3.8 

12.1 

30.2 

1.8 

5.3 

100.0 

9.8 

44.1 

3.4 

18.1 

19.6 

2.9 

2.0 

100.0 

14.4 

46.6 

2.9 

10.6 

19.8 

2.6 

3.2 

100.0 



Rule 3112" 

The DHS Chemical Health Division is making major changes to its rules and regulations to 
improve treatment outcomes. These changes are being made to support a delivery system that: 

is as easy as possible for an individual to access and navigate; 
begins with an assessment that is comprehensive; 
builds on that assessment as a basis to authorize treatment services; 
tailors treatment to the needs of the individual; 
treats chemical dependency as a chronic illness; and 

* coordinates the need for chemical dependency services with the need for services from other 
disciplines. 

On January 1, 2005, new program licensing rules (Minn. Rules 9530.3 100-3 195, collectively 
referred to as Rule 31) went into effect that place the emphasis on the needs ofthe individual client 
rather than any preset or "canned" structure of the program. On January 1, 2007, new placement 
criteria (currently Minn. Rules 9530.6600-6655, collectively referred to as Rule 25) will go into 
effect. The new rule will emphasize the use of a comprehensive assessment of an individual's needs 
to better individualize a plan of care and choice ofservices. 

Juveniles 

An adolescent can access the Consolidated Chemical Dependency Treatment Fund if he or she is: 

1. Assessed as in need of treatment services; and 
2. Has parents whose household income is less than or equal to federal poverty guidelines; or 
3. If financial eligibility determination is based on his or her own income. In order for the 

adolescent's income to be considered, the adolescent must give "effective consent," which in 
this case is based on Minn. Stat. $ 5  144.347 and 144.343, subd. 1. When the adolescent signs 
the Client Placement Authorization form, he or she is considered to have given effective 
consent. 

Effective July 1,2005, Minnesota Rule 2960 (or the "Children's Residential Facility Rule"), a single 
rule affecting programs of both the Corrections and Human Services departments, began regulating 
group residential services for children This rule is often referred to as "The Umbrella Rt~le." Under 
this rule, group homes and treatment facilities obtain a license and are then certified to provide 
specific treatment services. The concept behind separating licensing of residential settings and 
certifying specific treatment services or programs is to allow for the monitoring of whether or not 
children were being placed in facility programs that addressed their primary needs For example, a 
child whose primary need was alcohol addiction should not be placed in a program that is not 
certified to do CD treatment. The goal is to pr.event the court fkom placing a child in a facility 
program that does not have the services to meet the primary needls of the child. The court could 
still legally place the child in such a facility, but the provider must go on record (written 

'29 All itifoiniation in this seclion was provided by the Department of Human Services, Cliemical Healtli Division 
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documentation) to notify the referring agency that it does not have the services to meet the primary 
needs of the child. 

Current Trends in CD Treatment 

Many innovations and breakthroughs are occurring in the field of chemical dependency treatment. 
In testimony before the Task Force, Gary indicated that few things have impacted the AOD 
field more than the changes wrought by managed care. However, these changes have challenged the 
field to reassess current practice and reexamine the underlying assumptions about chemical 
dependency treatment. Some of the new directions for the field are: 

1. Recovery Management Model -- while traditional treatment has involved acute episodes of care, 
such a model does not match the model of addiction as a chronic illness. The recovery 
management model allows for ongoing treatment of AOD problems (similar to treatment for 
other chronic illnesses such as diabetes, heart disease, and asthma). Many of the examples 
below fit into the overall recovery management paradigm. 

2. Use of primary physicians as engagement agents in treatment and intervention -- cunently 
primary physicians play a minimal part in the treatment of addictive disorders. Physicians 
generally receive minimal training on addiction in medical school. However, a person's primary 
physician is a critical entry point for treatment. As the field continues to embrace more 
pharmacological supports for treatment, a doctor's role in getling an individual into treatment as 
well as providing ongoing checltups could increase. 

3 ,  Drug courts -- one of the tougher populations to treat for AOD problems are the addicted 
offenders. For the most part these individuals have cycled through the courts, jails, and prison, 
wasting an immense amount of public resources and human capital. Drug courts, along with 
other problem-solving courts, are malting a dramatic impact on this population. The problem- 
solving court models are also forcing other courts to examine the way they have handled the 
majority of social and public health issues that have come before them and identify more 
effective ways of dealing with them while maintaining the integrity and constitutional charge of 
the Judicial Branch. 

4. Building of a consumer-based constituency to advocate for adequate services -- cluonic diseases, 
due to their high relapse rates and their strong link to behavior., are especially prone to stigma. 
Similar to tltose with mental illness, people with severe and persistent AOD problems are the 
object of a significant amount of discrimination and stigma. However, until only recently there 
have not been organized consumer groups who publicly identify as people in recovery fIom 
AOD problems. A significant obstacle is the tradition of anonymity among twelve step groups 
(AA, NA, etc), one of the many forms of mutual-aid recovery. That obstacle is being overcome 
as members of these groups are finding ways of identifying themselves publicly as being in 
recovery without explicitly expressing membership in the groups, A national campaign called 
Faces and Voices of Recovery (FAVOR) was launched in St. Paul, Minnesota in 2001, though 
Minnesota itself stills lacks a viable consumer-based advocacy group. 

Presentation to the Task Force by Gary Olson, Director of the Center Tor Alcohol and Drug Treatment in Duluth 
(May 27,2005) 
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5,. Co-occurring disorders -- Until the past decade or so, people who had AOD problems and 
mental health issues were treated in separate systems of care, very often getting lost in the 
shuffle between the two fields. There is growing recognition of the significant overlap between 
mental health disorders and AOD problems. Addressing both issues simultaneously and with 
better coordination , is a highly effective way to ensure long-term stabilization of both health 
issues. 

6.  Stages of Change -- The concept of stages of change helps explain how people make changes in 
their lives. While the concept applies to change in any life area, it is particularly useful in 
understanding changes related to AOD addiction. Using this concept, treatment strategies can 
be targeted to helping individuals move through the stages: pre-contemplation, contemplation, 
preparation, action, maintenance, and relapse. Rather than simply viewing persons with AOD 
problems as defiant or in denial, this model takes a more objective approach and matches 
treatment services to the individual's particular stage of change. Counseling techniques aimed at 
helping individuals to change are known as Motivational Interviewing. 
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APPENDIX F 

Restorative Justice 

Restorative Justice (RJ) is a practical and philosophical framework that offers a systemic response to 
wrongdoing and emphasizes healing the wounds of victims, offenders, and communities that are 
caused or revealed by criminal beha~ior . '~ '  RJ focuses on how the entire system impacted by a harm 
can respond when the harm occurs. From the standpoint of RJ, when a harm or offense occurs, the 
response should focus on healing all parties involved in it -- the victim, the community, and even the 
offender The question becomes: How can the criminal and juvenile justice systems respond in a way 
that promotes healing? RJ focuses on three elements: (1) identifying the harm that has been done; (2) 
creating an inclusive rocess to address that llarm; and (3) making sure to involve all stakeholders in 
the healing p r ~ c e s s ~ l ~ ~  One ofthe underlying beliefs of RJ is that when a person harms others he or she 
does harm to himself or herself. In order to heal (and often, to p~evenl further harm from being caused 
-- which for offenders often means avoiding recidivism), the individual must take responsibility for his 
or her actions and for changing his or her behavior 

If a harm or offense has occurred, a set of questions needs to be asked: 

e Who has been hurt? 
What are their needs? 

e Whose obligation is it to meet those needs? 
e What is the appropriate process to involve all ofthe staltel~olders to make things right?13' 

These questions guide the restorative process, and by their nature focus much greater attention on those 
harmed by the crime than in the traditional system Such emphasis has proven to be beneficial, not 
only for the victim, but also for the offender '34 This appxoach to ciiminal and juvenile behavior 
represents a significant shift from the traditional way that justice systems have operated: It says that 
those who are hurt, those who cause the hurt, and the community in which the offense takes place are 
all essential participants in how the harm is addressed. 

There are over twenty restorative justice programs in Minnesota. These programs utilize a number 
of different restorative practices: circle processes, victim-impact panels, community service work, 
family-group conferencing, victim offender mediated dialogue, victim-impact statements, and 

' I '  Presentation to the Task Force by Kay Pranis, National Trainerflacilitator for Peacemaking Circles and Restorative 
Justice Philosophy, The Philosophy of Restorative Justice and an Overview of Restorative Justice Programs in Minnesota 
(July 22,2005) 
13*  id 
'I3 Id 

Id 
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others.'35 While it is not within the purview of this report to detail each of these practices, 
sentencing circles will be described in order to provide a clearer picture of what these programs look 
like. 

Sentencing circles, also known as peacemaking circles, trace their roots to indigenous forms of 
justice in the Americas. 136 Sentencing circles involve the victim, victim supporters, the offender, 
offender supporters, judge and court personnel, the prosecutor, defense counsel, police, and all 
interested community members. The various stakeholders come together and work to create a safe 
environment where they problem-solve through the active participation of the victim, the offender, 
and community members, as well as representatives from the criminal justice system. Sentencing 
circles' collaborative structure is similar to that of drug courts or other problem-solving approaches; 
however, there is a greater emphasis on the role and voice of the community and the victim. In 
sentencing circles, family members and community members help keep the offender accountable 
through support, honest feedback, and by helping the offender see how his or her actions have 
impacted others. Responses to inappropriate and/or harmful behavior are immediate. Sentencing 
circles typically involve a multi-step procedure that includes: (1) application by the offender to 
participate in the circle process: (2) a healing circle ibr the victim; (3) a healing circle for the 
offender; (4) a sentencing circle to develop consensus on the elements of a sentencing plan; and (5) 
follow-up circles to monitor the progress of the offender.'37 

For a more detailed discussion of these practices, see Minnesota Department of Corrections, Facilitating Restorative 
Group Conferences Participant's Guide Appendix (May 2002 & January 2003), 
http://www doc state mn uslrj/facilityconference/2003/PG%207%20App%20-%20-03 doc 
"' The National Highway and Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) recently listed sentencing circles (with a 
description written by the Honorable Gary Schurrer, a judge in Minnesota's 10'' Judicial District) as one of ten 
promising practices for effectively dealing with repeat DWI offenders 
'" Minnesota Department of Corrections, sup~a note 134 
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APPENDIX G 

Staggered Seiztencing 

Following are the Key Components of the Staggered Sentencing Model: 

1. A Staggered Incarceration Period. The offender is placed on probation for a specified period 
of time and the court orders a period of incarceration. The court takes the ordered period of 
incarceration and divides it into thirds: e.g., a 90-day sentence = 30 days served immediately, 30 
days a year from sentencing, 30 days two years from sentencing. 

2. Active Participation by the Offender. The offender is given unprecedented responsibility 
for "achieving the conditions of probation, scheduling court motion hearings, and convincing the 
court that the have adopted lifestyle changes that significantly lessen their chances of further Y recidivism."' ' Each 30-day period requires a court appearance (often once a year), and defendants 
are told that if they miss the court date they &I go to jail. If the offender has been actively sober in 
that time they can ask forgiveness for the 30 days in jail. The offender always sees the same judge, 
which creates the opportunity to build rapport and offers consistency in response. The offender's 
sobriety is verified based upon information from their probation officer, family members, AA 
sponsor, and employer. Defendants are responsible for bringing all motions to the court. If the 
offender does not have the correct paperwork when they arrive at their court appearance, the motion 
is denied. 

3. Home Electronic Alcohol Monitoring (HEM). HEM is a "non-house arrest program that 
allows the offender to carry on normal day activities. However, three times a day (generally, early 
morning, an hour after work, and late at night), the offender must be at home to provide a breath 
sample into a video monitoring unit, connected to the phone ~ine." ' '~ For staggered sentencing, 
HEM is often ordered in segments of 30 days per year and based upon the individual circumstances 
of the offender - for instance, for some the winter holidays present a particular difficulty so their 
monitoring would be ordered at that time. Based upon continued sobriety, positive input from 
probation and others close to the offender, and good previous monitoring results, an offender can 
request a waiver for the next 30 days of monitoring by filing a motion with the court. 

4. Clearly Articulated Consequences for Specific Violations. Offenders learn from the court 
that any arrests for a new DWI violation will result in immediate execution of the stayed sentence 
(i.e. the remaining period of incarceration) Other violations will result in the immediate execution 
of the riext segrlient of the stayed sentence. 

Research conducted by the Minnesota House Research office shows that offenders given staggered 
sentences are re-arrested for DWI at only 50% (one-half) the rate that would be expected based on 

' I8  National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration, rtrpra note 105, at 20 
id 
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the recidivism rates of comparable DWI offenders sentenced by all other Minnesota courts. The 
program results in 66% less incarceration time for the great majority of offenders who successfully 
comply with the program's conditions of release, thereby resulting in considerable jail cost 
savings. 140 

The Staggered Sentencing model is effective for those courts lacking the resources to develop DWI 
drug courts, those that have difficulty achieving meaningful system collaboration, and even for 
courts that have implemented the drug court model.14' In addition to DWI offenders, this model 
could be used for property crime offenders and drug offenders. Staggered Sentencing is recognized 
as a premier program nationally by the National Association of State Judicial Educators (NASE), 
The National Century Council, and The National Judicial College in Reno. Staggered Sentencing 
has also been highlighted by the American Bar Association, the National Highway and Traffic 
Safety ~dministration"~, and the National Governors Highway Safety Association. 

I" Jim Cleary, Staggered Se17le17cingfor Repeal DWI Ojfe~ide~'~ An 117novative Approaclt la Redzrcb~g Recidisirm 
(September 2002) According to the research, staggered sentencing saves $3500 per defendant. 
"I Several Minnesota drug courts have used staggered sentencing on individual offenders to increase the consequences 
for initial entry into the program. 
'" The NHTSA recently listed staggered sentencing as one often promising practices for effectively dealing with repeat 
DWI offenders --National Highway Traffic and Safety Administration, Strategies for Addressing the DWI Offender: 10 
Promising Sentencing Practices (March 2005). 
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CD TASK FORCE: 
Pre-Plea: Diversion 

Least Intense 

CONTIMJUM OF PROBLEM-SOLVING INTERVENTION TX and Recovery Support Services (RSS) - !i ... 
?.. % =  

RJ Support for Community Re-Integration ...L >a :., 

:i 
1. Treatment as quickly as possible ..~. 

>,a i, . s" ),:;=:;.>:; ,.:+. j;x::;;.7:<,c< .:!*<!xk"+$ !>**<;[;::>.;>:$; ,>>> <:i;>~.;~~.,:J~:.~;z*~~~.Fi~" >=,, <x<.;-;l 
2. The full continuum of treatment services and 

recovery support services available 
3. Post-incarceration services / supervision 
4. Collaborative/ Problem-Solving relationships at 

all points on the continuum 

Plea: Stav of Adiudication 

-,,: ..~ 
..I 

.!? 
.<: ,r: ..- .;' 
.,.., . $  

Definitions: 

RJ  = Restorative Justice 
RSS = Recovery Support Services 
Tx = Treatment 

and RSS. Intensive Supervision, 
Judicial Review, Sanctions and 
Incentives 

,..;,;;, LZ:;$.-+::: :<.*,,9:,>s2~L :.-:*,:: *:z-<:z: k ,;sr ?>>*A L>L<: <2,&+dzc 

Routine - 
I It should be noted that Drug Court can occur at multiple L Assessment 
phases in the process, and trial can also occur at any point 
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Client Enters 
Drug Court 

Phase l 

(Focus on Self -3 Treatment) 
---t ---9 

i ! i 1 

First Full Appearance for 
Client in Drug Court 

Client Meets 
with Case 

Staffing: 
Drug Ct 

4 

I T e a  , , Man; I M a n i e r  , , , , I Man; , 
Questions Asked: Questions Asked: Main Focus: Questions Asked: Main Focus: Questions Asked: 
What are the best What are your Find Appropriate What are your Treatment What are your 
opportunities for RJ? specific needs? Treatment specific needs? specific needs? 

Deslred outcomes? Desired outcomes? Treating the person Desired outcomes? 
Who are victims? Crlme that is reason as a whole unit, 

general vlctims for be~ng involved assessing mental Restorative 
specific vlctirns health, education, Assessment 

A job trainlng needs, 
employment, family, 
friends, etc. 

Other Comments about Phase I 
Treatment IS the Main Focus. 
Drug Court Meetings are Weekly. 
Asslgn Mentoring Drug Court 
Graduate. 

Sanctions and Incentives 

Client Meets 
with Case 

Staffing Staffing Client Meets 
with Case 



Sanctions and incentives . Provide opportunity for a Victim's Voice . Provide opportunity for Client to Identify Sanctions and lncen 

I 

1 S t  1 C i e n t e t s  with Case 1 S t a i g  1 1 Client; with Case 1 
Manager Manager 

+ 'm 

Main Focus: Questions Asked: Main Focus: Questions Asked: 
CreatinglBuilding What are your Transition to the What are your 
supporC~ystems specific needs? Community specific needs? 

Graduation I 
Commencement 

Desired outcomes? Desired outcomes? 
Continue to Build 

RJ Assessment Support Systems RJ Assessment 

4 

Restorative Justice Potential: Restorative Justice Potential: 
Circles of Support Circles of Support 
Continued Mentoring Continued Mentor~ng 
Begin Process for Victim Involvement I Provide Opportunities for Victim 
RJ Process Involvement I RJ Process 
Involve Client Support Persons Involve Client Support Persons 

Phase I11 

(Focus on Community) 

Comments about Graduation 
Create a clear role for the 
Community 
Creating value of life experiences as 
assets, not detriments 
Invitation to Graduations to Arresting 
Officer, Community, Victim, etc. 

---+ 
Phase l l  

(Focus on Others) 
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APPENDIX J 

Problenz-Solving Courts in Minrzesotn 

PROBLEM-SOLVING COURTS IN MINNESOTA 

There are currently eighteen drug courts'43 (eleven adult, four juvenile, two DWI, one family) 
operating in fourteen counties in Minnesota: 

Blue Earth (1 -Adult) Dodge (2 -Adult and Juvenile) 
Chisago (I -Juvenile) Hennepin (I - Adult) 
Dakota (I -.Juvenile) 0 Koochiching (]-Adult) 
Watonwan ( I  -Adult) * Ramsey (3 -Juvenile, Adult and DWI) - Crow Wing (1 -Adult) St. Louis (1 -Adult) 
Cass County (1 - Adult) Stearns (2 -Adult and Family) 
Aitkin (1 -Adult) * Wabasha (1 -Adult) 

Many additional courts in Minnesota have expressed interest in drug courts as a result of the 
leadership of the Office of Justice Programs (OJP) in the Department of Public Safety, the State 
Court Administrator's Office (SCAO), and drug court team members across the state The 
following counties are planning drug courts: 

0 Brown (Adult) Lake of the Woods (Adult DWI) 
0 Carlton (Family) Koochiching (Family) 

Itasca (Adult) * Nicollet (Adult) 
ICandiyohi (Adult) 0 Martin (Adult) 

a Hennepin (Adult DWI) 9 Dakota (Planning) 

In addition to drug courts there are also truancy courls, mental health courts, and community courts 
in Minnesota that embrace the problem-solving approach. These counties are: 

Ramsey (mental health court, community court) 
Hennepin (mental health court, community court) 
Blue Earth (truancy court) 

'" Five of the drug courts will become operational in early 2006; however, their Funding has been awarded through a 
specialty court appropriation from the Legislature to the Judiciary The courts and estimated start dates are: Stearns 
Family (July 2006), Crow Wing Adult (July 2006), Watonwan Adult (January 2006), Aitkin Adult (January 2006), Cass 
Adult (January 2006) 
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MINNESOTA 

Onerational Problem-Solvinp Courts 

0 Adult Drug Court 8 Mental Health 0 

O Juvenile Drug Court @ Community 

0 Adult DWI Drug Court @ Truancy 

@ Family Drug Court 

ltasca 
Kandiyohi 
Martin 
Nicollet 
Washington 

Familv: Carlton 
Koochiching 

Adult DWI: I-lennepin 
Lake I Woods 
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